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ABSTRACT
THE COMPUTATION OF EXACT GREEN’S 
FUNCTIONS IN ACOUSTIC ANALOGY BY A 
SPECTRAL COLLOCATION BOUNDARY ELEMENT 
METHOD
Andrea D. Jones 
Old Dominion University, 2007 
Director: Dr. Fang Q. Hu
Aircraft airframe noise pollution resulting from the take-off and landing of airplanes 
is a growing concern. Because of advances in numerical analysis and computer tech­
nology, most of the current noise prediction methods are computationally efficient. 
However, the ability to effectively apply an approach to complex airframe geome­
tries continues to challenge researchers. The objective of this research is to develop 
and analyze a robust noise prediction method for dealing with geometrical modifica­
tions. This new approach for determining sound pressure involves computing exact, 
or tailored, Green 's functions for use in acoustic analogy. The effects of sound prop­
agation and scattering by solid surfaces are included in the exact Green’s function, 
which is tailored for a specific geometry. The exact Green’s function is computed 
using a spectral collocation boundary element method that can easily accommodate 
complex geometries. A frequency-domain spectral collocation method is applied 
to both smooth and non-smooth boundaries, resulting in exponential convergence 
on smooth boundaries. Solution singularities at boundary corners are dealt with 
via an exponential grading element refinement. With proper refinement, exponen­
tial convergence is also obtained for non-smooth boundaries. The formulation and 
application of a three-dimensional time-domain BEM allows computation of exact 
Green’s functions for all frequencies in a single calculation. Long-time instabilities 
in the time-marching numerical solutions are corrected via a Burton-Miller modified 
integral equation. Two examples provide validation of the acoustic analogy involving 
the exact Green’s function.
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1CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
Noise pollution resulting from the take-off and landing of airplanes has been and con­
tinues to be a growing concern. This noise affects communities surrounding airports 
and will only worsen as the number of commercial flights increases. Presently, the 
noise generated by the propulsion system during landing has been effectively reduced 
such that it is of the same order of magnitude as the airframe noise [18]. Thus, de­
vising a successful airframe noise prediction method has become the focus of many 
aircraft engineers.
Some characteristics of a good noise prediction method include: determining 
changes in the noise spectrum due to modifications in the geometry of the airframe, 
predicting noise levels for an observer in an arbitrary position, and designing a model 
that is computationally efficient when compared with current prediction methods
[18]. Because of advances in numerical analysis and computer technology, most of 
the current approaches used to predict airframe noise are computationally efficient. 
However, the ability to effectively apply an approach to complex aircraft airframe 
geometries continues to challenge researchers. The primary objective of this thesis is 
to develop and analyze a robust noise prediction method for dealing with geometrical 
modifications.
Many published works contain analytical techniques for predicting acoustic radi­
ation and scattering in the absence of a flow field [3, 4, 20]. However, only numerical 
methods can accurately predict airframe noise when flow is present [13]. There­
fore, numerical simulations are quickly becoming an integral part of aeroacoustic 
research [26]. The most common method used in airframe noise prediction combines 
computational fluid dynamics with the theory of acoustic analogy using the Ffowcs 
Williams-Hawkings (FWH) equation [18, 19]. In the FWH equation, the far-field 
noise is expressed as the sum of surface integrals of unsteady pressure and a volume 
integral of turbulent sources using the free-space Green’s function [19]. Numerical 
methods are used to evaluate the surface and volume integrals in the FWH equation 
to obtain the far-field sound pressure.
A new approach for determining sound pressure involves computing exact, or
This disertation follows the style of Engineering Analysis with Boundary Elements.
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2tailored, Green’s functions for use in acoustic analogy. The exact Green’s function 
satisfies the wall boundary conditions on all solid surfaces while also automatically 
satisfying the Sommerfeld radiation condition at infinity. Two advantages of using 
the exact Green’s function are:
• The far-field pressure fluctuation can be expressed as a single volume integral 
over the sound-producing region. The elimination of the unsteady surface pres­
sure integrals when using an exact Green’s function over the free-space Green’s 
function allows development of noise prediction strategies based on steady CFD 
calculations, which take less time to compute than unsteady CFD calculations.
• The effects of sound propagation to the far-field and scattering by solid sur­
faces are included in the exact Green’s function, which is tailored for a specific 
geometry.
In this thesis, exact Green’s functions will first be computed using a two- 
dimensional frequency-domain spectral collocation boundary element method, a 
mesh-free method that can easily accommodate complex geometries. Most com­
monly used boundary element methods limit the boundary elements to constant or 
linear functions. Because the spatial double divergence of the exact Green’s func­
tion is needed for the acoustic analogy, constant and linear elements are not always 
sufficient, especially in flow regions close to the boundary. The spectral collocation 
method uses discontinuous boundary elements so that the order of the scheme can 
be increased without reformulation of the problem. To ensure spectral accuracy on 
smooth boundaries, Chebyshev polynomials will be used as basis functions, along 
with interior Gauss-Chebyshev collocation points. For problematic field points close 
to the boundary, the double divergence of the exact Green’s function will be com­
puted by direct differentiation and by finite difference schemes. A comparative study 
will determine the best method for calculating the double divergence.
As stated previously, one characteristic of a successful airframe noise prediction 
method is its ability to calculate changes in sound pressure due to modifications in ge­
ometry. Unfortunately, accurate airframe noise prediction is difficult for non-smooth 
boundaries because of solution singularities that occur in the vicinity of corners or 
edges. Two techniques for dealing with corner singularities will be implemented. 
First, an exponential grading element refinement strategy will be developed and ap­
plied to corner elements. Next, Sine functions and corresponding collocation points
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
3will be used in place of Chebyshev polynomials on corner elements. The two revised 
techniques will then be compared with the unrefined spectral collocation method and 
with each other to determine their success in handling corner singularities.
Next, a time-domain BEM will be formulated for the computation of exact 
Green’s functions for general three-dimensional surfaces that involves a March-On- 
Time (MOT) approach. Long-time stability problems will be discussed and overcome 
using a Burton-Miller formulation. Exact Green’s functions at all frequencies will be 
obtained in a simple calculation through the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the 
time-domain solution. The accuracy and efficiency of the time-domain BEM will be 
demonstrated by comparisons with known solutions.
In order to validate the acoustic analogy formulation involving the exact Green’s 
function, two applications in sound prediction will be performed. First, the predicted 
sound field from acoustic analogy will be computed for a vortex passing over a cir­
cular cylinder. The results will then be compared with those of a direct numerical 
simulation. Second, the acoustic analogy will be used to compute the sound gen­
erated by a turbulent flow over a circular cylinder. The radiation pattern at the 
fundamental and first harmonic frequencies will be illustrated and compared with 
Lighthill’s theory.
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CHAPTER II
FORMULATION 
II. 1 ACO USTIC A N A LO G Y  A N D  EX A C T G R EE N ’S FU N C TIO N S
Acoustic analogy is used to model physical problems by predicting noise generated
with a source term involving the Lighthill stress tensor in order to obtain a generalized 
wave equation.
II .1.1 Governing Equations
In tensor form, the conservation of mass and momentum equations are [34]
where p is the fluid density, Ui is the velocity in the direction of X{ and Pij is the 
compressive stress tensor. Equations (1) and (2) are the governing equations of sound 
propagation in an arbitrary continuous medium without external forces [28].
II .1.2 Lighthill’s Theory
Sound waves are small disturbances in the pressure and density of a fluid. In basic 
acoustics, these disturbances are so small that the conservation equations of mass and 
momentum can be linearized. In 1952, Sir James Lighthill introduced an acoustic 
analogy that has become an integral part of present-day computational aeroacoustics 
[28]. Lighthill’s acoustic theory draws an analogy between the full non-linear flow 
problem and the linear theory of classical acoustics. It assumes that the fluid contains 
only a finite region in which the flow is non-steady and fluctuating. Outside that 
region, the fluid is assumed to be uniform and at rest apart from small motions due 
to the sound waves of the unsteady flow [12, 28]. Taking the partial derivative with 
respect to t of equation (1 ) and the partial derivative with respect to Xi of equation
by unsteady flows without total knowledge of the flow behavior. Formulation of the 
acoustic analogy involves combining the conservation equations of fluid dynamics
(1)
(2)
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5(2 ) and subtracting results in the following equation [1 2 , 28]
d2p d2
dt2 dxidxj
(piiiUj +pij ) =  0 (3)
Equation (3) can be written as, 
d2p 2  d2p d2 d2p
dt 2 °°dx2 dxtdx, {pUlU] + Pij) C°dx2
which is a wave equation with a source term on the right-hand side. This source 
term can be combined to get
d2p 2d2p d2
(py-iUj T Pij c0p5{j^
d2Ti3
(4)dt 2  dx2 dxidxj \  '  dxidxj
where c0  is the speed of sound and Ty is defined as the Lighthill stress tensor, so that
t '} ■] p U i l l j  T  P i j  Cqp & i j
For a viscous Newtonian fluid, the compressive stress tensor is
Pij P&ij i]
where p is the pressure and is the viscous stress tensor. The viscous stress term 
is due entirely to the existence of motion of the fluid, and is defined as
1
'ij
where p  is the viscosity and ejj is the rate-of-strain tensor
1
ea — — ij 2
dui duj 
dxj dxi
The fluctuations in density and pressure can be defined by denoting
P1 = P ~  Po, P! =  P -  Po
where po and p0 are the constant mean values of density and pressure, respectively. 
These fluctuations can then be substituted into equation (4) to get
a y  ,a y a2
dt2 C° dx2 dxidxj ptiiUj T (jp po) &ij Cq (p po) &ij Tjjj (5)
In the theory of basic acoustics, it can be assumed that the fluid is Newtonian 
and all molecular relaxation and diffusion effects can be neglected. This implies that
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
6the entropy of any fluid element will be constant, i.e., the pressure is a function of 
density alone [12]. As a result, the pressure can be written as
p' = cIp' (6)
Within the flow region, viscous contributions to are small and can be neglected. 
Therefore, equation (5) reduces to
a y  2 a y  a2 ,
at2 c° dx? “ dxidxj (pUiV^
The quantity pUiUj is known as the Reynolds stress tensor. Since the typical flow 
Mach number related to aircraft airframe during take-off and landing is about 0.2
[19], the density, p, can be replaced by the mean density, p0, giving
d2// _  2 # V  =  d2T{j 
dt 2  0  ax 2  dxidxj
where the Lighthill tensor is approximated by
Tij fa poiis'iij (8 )
Using the assumption of (6 ), the flow-generated sound represented by the fluctuating
pressure, p', can be written as
L * l  -  v v  = AZL ,'si
c(1 dt 2  dxidxj
where
„o a2
dx\
Equation (9) is called Lighthill’s inhomogeneous wave equation. This equation rep­
resents Lighthill’s theory that a “fictitious” acoustic medium, in which small distur­
bances occur, acted upon by an external stress produces the same pressure fluctua­
tions as a fluid in which highly non-linear motions may occur [1 2 ],
II .1.3 Solution of Lighthill’s Wave Equation in the Frequency Dom ain
It is beneficial to express Lighthill’s wave equation in the frequency domain. One 
advantage of a frequency-domain calculation over a time-domain calculation is that 
the Green’s functions for most wave problems take essentially the same form in the 
frequency domain. A Fourier transform in time
1I r°°
P(x ’w) =  ^  j  ^p ' { x , t ) e lutdt
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Fig. 1 : A schematic of a high-lift wing. T# denotes solid surfaces and Too is the 
far-field boundary toward infinity.
with inverse
is used to transform the variables into the frequency domain and then later back 
into the time domain. In the above equations and throughout this paper, bold-faced 
letters indicate vectors or matrices. Applying this transform to equation (9) gives
This transformed equation is in the form of an inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation. 
An integral equation can now be derived using an exact Green’s function.
Consider a spatial domain Q with boundary consisting of the far-field contour 
Tqo and the solid boundary T# as shown in Fig. 1. An exact Green’s function in the 
frequency domain, g(x,y,uj),  is defined as
where
- j S  -  V</ =  '5 (x -  y) (1 0 )
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Physically, the exact Green’s function represents the effect observed at point x  of a 
unit source located at point y. The desired integral equation can now be derived by 
applying Green’s identity,
where the integral on the right-hand-side is a surface, or boundary, integral and the 
left-hand-side is an integral over the entire domain fh The normal direction is inward 
from Q indicating solutions will be found in the external domain. The use of Green’s 
identity results in the integral equation
The exact Green’s function is required to obey the Sommerfeld radiation condition,
g —> 0 ,p  —¥ 0  for the limit on Too
Combining the radiation condition with the boundary conditions on TB, equation 
(1 1 ) becomes
Equation (12) shows one advantage of using the exact Green’s function: the pres­
sure is determined solely by a volume integral and not by both volume and surface 
integrals.
The derivative of the Lighthill tensor in the integrand of equation (1 2 ) can some­
times be difficult to determine. However, equation (12) can be manipulated to create 
a more manageable equation. Note that
( ii)
(12)
dxidxj dxi \  dxj J dxt dxj 
Combining the above with the divergence theorem,
_ dPTi:i d f ^ d X A  dg dTij 
9 ^ - ^ r  = -Z - 9-k z - -
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The normal velocity of the fluid is zero on all solid surfaces, i.e., =  0, which
Equation (13) is the solution to Lighthill’s equation in the frequency domain [1 2 , 28]. 
The term df l x. (x, y, oj) in equation (13) is known as the double divergence of the 
exact Green’s function. By the inverse Fourier transform of p, the pressure at any 
far-field point y  is
II.2 BO U N D A R Y  INTEG R A L EQUATION FO R TH E EX ACT  
G R E E N ’S FU N C TIO N
In this section, a three-dimensional integral equation is formulated for the ex­
act Green’s function. The integral equation is subsequently modified to a two- 
dimensional boundary integral equation (BIE) by considering cylindrical bodies with 
constant cross-sections.
II.2.1 Formulation of the Boundary Integral Equation
The boundary integral equation is formulated from a partial differential equation 
(PDE) using an exact Green’s function, which is defined as the solution, in the time 
domain, to the convective wave equation
implies rijTij =  0 and =  0. Therefore, equation (12) can finally be
rewritten as
+ u  • V)2#(x, y, t, s) -  V2c?(x, y, t, s) =  S(t -  s)<5(x -  y) (15)
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with boundary condition for its normal derivative
(16)
on all solid surfaces where
„  /  d d d
dxi  ’ dx2 ’ dx$
In equation (15), y is a fixed source point and x =  (aq,x2, £ 3 ) is a near-field point 
where the solution is desired. The source point, y, can also represent a far-field 
observation point by replacing U with —U. W ithout loss of generality, the uniform 
mean flow is assumed to be in the direction of Xi only, and is defined as U =  (M, 0, 0) 
where M  is the Mach number. The exact, or “tailored” , Green’s function, <?(x, y, f, s), 
is exclusive to the geometry of the problem [22]. The source term, 6(t — s)5(x — y), 
is equivalent to an initial velocity of magnitude <j(x — y) at time s [38]. A solution 
of the convective wave equation is sought in the frequency domain. After applying a 
Fourier transform in time, as described in section II. 1.3, equation (15) becomes
with boundary condition
where p(x, y, u ,s )  is the exact Green’s function in the frequency domain.
The solution of a differential equation over an unbounded region, with a point
direct formulation, i.e., obtaining the exact Green’s function by solving the adjoint of 
the convective wave equation, will be used to transform equation (15) into a boundary 
integral equation [13, 45]. Consider the free-space Green’s function for the adjoint 
problem,
In the above equation, p0(x t z ,w) satisfies only the Sommerfeld radiation condition. 
The free-space Green’s function that satisfies equation (19) is established and takes 
the form [15, 30]
( - i u  +  U • V)2 g(x, y, u, s) -  V2#(x, y, u, s) = elcJM(x -  y) (17)
source of unit strength, is called the free-space Green’s function of the equation. A
( - i u  -  U • V)2 <7o(x, z, w) -  V 2c/0(x, z, u) = 5(x -  z) (19)
g0( x : z , u )  = elulM{xi- Zl)^ 2
,if\/(xi-zi)2 /(32+(x2-z2)2+(x3-z3)2
where
P = y/1 -  M 2
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Now, equation (17) is multiplied by (/0 (x, z,cu) and equation (19) is multiplied by 
g ( x , y , u ,  s) and the two are subtracted to get
-2icv[g0U  - V g  + g U  ■ V g 0] +  g0 (U • V ) 2  g -  g (U • V ) 2  g0 -  [g0V 2g -  g V 2g0
=  g0etuls5 ( x - y ) - g 5 ( x - z )  (21 )
Applying the properties
g0U  - V g  + g U  ■ V g 0 =  U • V (g0g)
and
<7oV 2<? -  g V 2g0 =  V  {g0V g  -  g V g 0)
to equation (2 1 ) gives
V[-2iujg0gU + (g0U - V g - g U -  Vg0) U  -  (S0 V 5  -  gV'go)}
= g0{ x , z , u ) e lus6{x  -  y) -  g { x , y ,u j , s ) S ( x  -  z)  (2 2 )
Denote D the body of fluids external to all solid bodies. Integrate equation (22) 
over Q and utilize the divergence theorem to get
/  n ■ [~2iug0g U  + (g0U - V g - g U -  V g 0) U  -  (g0V g  -  g V g 0)} d x s
Js
=  eluJSg0{y,z ,u j)  - g ( z , y , u , s )  (23)
where S  represents all solid boundaries and x s symbolizes a point on S.  The normal 
vector, n, is directed out of the fluid and into any solid bodies. The last term in the 
integral above becomes
n • (<7oV<7 -  gVgo) d x s = (g^V 2g -  g V 2g^j dx
f  ~ d g \
=  ~  /  9 ^  go-x- d x sJs \  o n  o n  J
f  ~d9on
= ~ J s 9 ^
after applying the divergence theorem, Green’s identity and boundary condition (18). 
Then, the integral relation for the exact Green’s function in three-dimensional space 
is
g ( z , y , u j , s )  = etulsgo(y,z ,uj)  +  /  [2iu}Ung0( x s, z ,u j )g (x s, y , u j , s )
Js
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uniform mean flow
field point
cross section
contour C •  source point
Fig. 2: Schematic of a cylindrical body in a uniform flow.
+Un [U • V#o(xs, z, w)] g(xs, y, u>,s)~ (xs, z, u) g(xs, y, w, s)
- U ng0(xs, z, u)  [U • V g (xa,y,  w, s)]] dxs (24)
where
t/n =  n • U
The power of formulation (24) lies in the fact that it relates the exact Green’s function 
and its derivative on the boundary alone; no volume integral is contained in the 
equation. A boundary integral equation is obtained by taking the limit as the external 
point, z, tends to a boundary point, z s.
II.2.2 Boundary Integral Equation for a Cylindrical B ody
Frequently, a two-dimensional formulation can be used to approximate an acoustical 
problem that arises from an engineering application. One example is the sound that 
the leading-edge slats of aircraft high-lift systems generate. A large part of the slats’ 
solid surfaces spans two dimensions, so that the problem can be reduced to a two- 
dimensional problem [19]. Consider a cylindrical body of constant cross-section in 
the X1-X2  plane as shown in Fig. 2 . Since the cross-section is uniform throughout the 
cylinder, the equation for the solid surface is independent of the third variable, x 3. 
In this case, it is convenient to introduce a Fourier transform of g{z, y, u, s) in z3  as
g (z, k3, y, u, s) = —  / g(z, y, u, s)elk3Z3dzz (25)
Zt\ J — OO
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and its inverse
g ( z ,y ,u ,  s) = [  g ( z , k 3, y , u , s ) e ~ lk3Z3dk3 (26)
J — OO
where g is the transformed function and z = (z \ ,  z 2). Applying the Fourier transform 
to (24) gives
g (z, k3, y, u j , s) =  e lLJSg o  (y,z, k3, u) +  / [2iujUng0(xs,z,  k3,uj)g(xs, y, u j , s)
J s
^9+Un [U • V<fo(xa, z, k3, w)] g(xs, y,  u , s ) ~  (xs, z, k3, u j )  g(xs, y, u j , s)
- U ng0(xs,z,  k3, u)  [U • V g (xs,y ,  u, s)]] dxs (27)
where g0( y , z , k 3,co) represents the Fourier transform of the free-space Green’s func­
tion, which is
0iujff)y/{yi-zi)2/l32+(y2-Z2)2+(y3-Z3)2
g 0 {y,z,K3,u)  =  I elbjM{-yi 2 l ) / / ? 2  6—  f( ,k /
J  —( 4tt/3^/(2/i -  Zi)2/ f32 +  (y 2 -  z 2)2 +  (y3 ~  z 3)2 
xe ik3Z*dz3 = eik3y3G0(y,z,uJ) (28)
In equation (28), a barred variable denotes two-dimensions, such as
y  =  (s /i ,2/2 ), r  =  \ [ h h ~  z i ) 2 /  P 2 +  (j/2 -  z 2)2, uj =  \Juj2/ f32 -  k \
and
G0 (y, z, u)  =  (29)% 
&
r(i)
45
where .Hq (tur) is the zeroth-order Hankel function of the first kind (Appendix A). 
Note that because the cross-section is independent of z 3,
[  ...d,xs = [  [  ...dx3dxs
J S  J c J - o o
and therefore, equation (27) can be rewritten as
g ( z , k 3,y ,cj,s)  =  elk3y3e^"G0 {y ,z ,u )  + f  f  \2iuUnelk3X3G0(xs,z,uJ)g(xs, y , u , s )
J C  J —oo L
BC1
+Un [u  • Vetk3X3Go(x„z,dJ)] g(xs, y , u , s )  -  {xs,z,uj)g(xs, y , u , s )
- U nelksXsG0(xs, z, uJ) [U • V g (xs,y ,  u j , s)] dx3dxs (30)
where C  signifies the contour of the solid surface cross-section. Integrating equation 
(30) with respect to x3 results in
9  (z, k3, y, u j , s) = elkzy3elu3SGo (y, z, 57) +  j [2iwt/„G0(xs, z, uJ)g(xS: k3, y, u j , s)
J  c
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8G+Un [U • VG0(xs,z,uJ)]£(xs, k3,y,uj,s) -  (xs,z,uJ)g(xs,k 3,y,uj,s)
- U nG0(xs, z,U) [U • V g (x s,k 3, y ,u , s ) ] \d x s (31)
In order to simplify equation (31), it is convenient to express g(z, k3, y, co, s) as
g(z ,k3, y , u , s )  =  el“selkzyzGB{ z , y , u )  (32)
Note that for two-dimensional surfaces, U3 =  0 and n3 = 0. Since U  =  (M, 0,0),
dC
U • VG0 (xs,z,U)  =  M ——^  (xs,z,uJ)
OX i
and
Un = n  ■ U — (ni, n2, 0) • (M, 0, 0) =  Mn\
As a result,
8G
Un [U ■ VG0 (xa, z, tJ)] -  (xa, z, UJ)
Ti/r2 dG0 f_   ^ dGo  A dGo ---------- ^
=  M  n i - ^ ~  (xs,z,w) -  n i-faT (x *>z>w) ~ n2~fa~ lx *>z>w)
  ^ dG0  x=  - p  n i - —  (xa, z, u) -  n2- —  (xs, z, cjj
O X i  O X 2
Further,
Un [U • Vg  (xa, k3, y, w, s)] =  Un [{Unn +  Utt)  • V# (xa, fc3, y, w, s)j
TT TT x t— , 4 rr 9p (xs,A:3,y,a;,s)=  UnUtt - \ g  (xa,fc3,y ,a ;,s ) =  UnUt  — ----------
where dgfr^.y.^.a) is the tangential derivative of # and t  is the unit vector tangent to 
the surface. Because a solution in the exterior domain is sought, contour integration 
will be performed in the clockwise direction, so that t  =  (—n2,n i,0 ). Utilizing (32) 
and the above equations, (31) becomes
Gb (z, y,uJ) =  Go (y,z,w) +  / [iwG„G0(xa>z,£j)GB(xa,y,u;)
J c
dGB(xs,y,UJ)-G i(xs,z,w )G B(xs,y,w ) -  UnUtG0(xs,z,u})- dxs (33)
d x s 
where
G l( x , ^ )  ®  (34)
4p r
and
f/t =  t  • U  =  (—n2, rq, 0) • (M, 0, 0) =  - M n 2
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Equation (33) is equivalent to the integral relation for the two-dimensional convective 
Helmholtz equation when kz =  0. In (34), H[^  (cur) is the first-order Hankel function 
of the first kind (Appendix A).
To solve equation (33), the unknown, GB(xs,y , uJ), needs to be determined. This 
is accomplished by taking the limit of (33) as z approaches z s, where z s is a point 
on the contour C. This results in
CsGB{zs,y,u}) = G0 (y ,zs,w) +  / iujUnG0(5cs, zs,cJ)GB(xs,y,uJ)dxs
J  c
- [  G i(xs,z s,w)GB(xs,y,cU)dxs -  [  UnUtGo(xs, z s, Z J ) y ’ ^ dxs (35) 
Jc Jc o xs
The constant Cs appears in equation (35) due to the singularity of G i(xs,z s,aJ). The
derivation of Cs can be found in [13]. For smooth boundary points, the value of Cs is
0.5 [2, 13]. Once equation (35) is used to calculate Gb on the surface, equation (33)
can be solved for Gb at any field point z for a source located at y. Then, the double
divergence needed for the acoustic analogy can be obtained by direct computation
of the spatial derivatives of (33) as follows,
_ & _ r  ( \  _
dzidzj B(Z’y ’W' dZidz3
(  d2
/  d2 _______\
iuUn 1 Go{ks, z , uj)J GB(xs, y ,u )
G i(xs,z,cJ) ] GB(xa, y,U)
)1
dxs (36)
d^zidzj
(  d2  A GGb (xs, y ,u )
-Unu t Go(xs,z,w)Cl Q ” UV“ S) I o—. OZiOZj J OXs
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CHAPTER III 
APPLICATION OF SPECTRAL COLLOCATION BEM 
TO SMOOTH BOUNDARIES
111.1 SPECTRA L COLLOCATION B O U N D A R Y  ELEM ENT  
M ETHOD
111.1.1 General D iscussion of the Boundary Elem ent M ethod
The Boundary Element Method (BEM) begins with the re-formulation of a partial 
differential equation (PDE), such as the two-dimensional Helmholtz equation, into 
an integral equation that is mathematically equivalent to the original PDE. Only 
certain PDEs can be converted into integral equations, hence the BEM is not as 
widely applicable as the Finite Difference Method (FDM) or the Finite Element 
Method (FEM) [27]. However, when appropriate, the BEM has several advantages 
over the FDM and FEM. First, the BEM requires only the boundary of the domain 
to be discretized, as opposed to the FDM and FEM, which involve the generation of a 
mesh over the entire domain. This effectively reduces the dimension of the problem 
by one. As a result, the BEM leads to smaller systems of linear equations, less 
computation time and less computer memory requirements [11]. Another advantage 
of the BEM arises when dealing with an unbounded domain, such as in acoustical 
wave problems. In FDM and FEM schemes, the domain needs to be truncated and 
approximated at some finite “fictitious” external boundary, which produces errors 
in the solution [14]. This truncation also necessitates the introduction of special 
techniques to satisfy the Sommerfeld radiation condition at infinity. In the BEM, the 
radiation condition is automatically satisfied by the choice of boundary conditions.
After obtaining the boundary integral equation, the next step in the BEM is to 
discretize the boundary into “elements” . Then, a geometrical approximation is made 
concerning the shape of the element. This approach allows complex geometries to 
be represented using simple geometrical shapes. A second approximation required 
for each element involves the dependent variable. Even though the boundary has 
been reduced to a summation of integrals over each element, the behavior of the 
exact Green’s function and its normal derivative is not known within each element. 
To determine this functional behavior, the BIE is required to be satisfied at fixed
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points, called nodes, along each element. This last approximation leads to a system 
of linear equations, which are then written in matrix form in order to solve the 
BIE for the exact Green’s function numerically. In this paper, a spectral collocation 
boundary element method is used to solve the BIE.
III. 1 . 2  Formulation of the Spectral Collocation Boundary Elem ent 
M ethod
Consider the cylindrical cross-section contour C in Fig. 2. Let the contour be divided
into N  elements Tj as
NC =  I l l ' s
3 = 1
Let the boundary of each element be parameterized as
x s =  r j { t ) , t e  [0,1] (37)
where t is the local parameterization variable (one-dimensional) and Tj(t) is the 
shape function for the j th  element. The most commonly used shape function for 
two-dimensional problems is a straight line [34]. However, polynomials of higher 
orders, circular arcs or splines can be used to discretize the geometry. A cubic spline 
was chosen for Tj(t). The exact Green’s function on each Tj is approximated by an 
expansion in a set of basis functions, (</>n(^), n — 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  P},  giving
Gb(x„ y,w) = Gfi(r,((),y,w) = (38)
n—0
where signifies the expansion coefficients and P  represents the highest order of 
the expansion polynomials. Substituting the summation in equation (38) into the 
right-hand-side of equation (35) and using the property
1 dGB9GB(xs,y,w ) =  r'(t)
dx< r'(t)| |r'(t)| dt
results in
1 _  _  n r 1
- G B{zs,y,u)) =  G0 (y,z„aJ) +  ^2 iojUnGQ{Yj {t) , zs,w) 
1 j=iJo
G i(rj(£),z„w )
.7=170
Y2 u ^ M t )
.n= 0
r'(*) dt
Y ,  wjnV»(t)
.n=0
r '?W dt
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element T.
Fig. 3: Schematic diagram showing boundary elements and collocation points.
N , 1
Y  /  UnUtGo(vj (t), zs, cu)
7 = 1 ■/° n—0
dt (39)
In equation (39), a prime designates the derivative of a function with respect to i.
The basis of the spectral collocation method is to try to minimize the residual 
function that is expressed when the basis function series approximation is substituted 
into the BIE. This is done by choosing the expansion coefficients so that the residual
is zero at a set of points equal in number to the undetermined coefficients. For a
finite interval, Chebyshev polynomials (Appendix B) are optimal for the basis set, 
since any finite interval can be mapped to [—1,1]. After selecting the basis set, a 
good choice for collocation points is the set of Gauss-Chebyshev points (Appendix 
B) [7]. Let the set of collocation points be defined as
z s =  z\e) on element Tj where zf^ =  r i(tt),£ =  0,1,..., P
as shown in Fig. 3. Then, expanding the left-hand-side of equation (39) in the set of 
Chebyshev basis functions yields
\  Y  uSnVn(</) =  G0 (y ,zf}, u ) + Y  [  iuUnG0{Tj(t), zf \ u )
1 n= 0 7 = 1 J° .7 1 = 0
r'S ) dt
Y f  Gi(r j(0>ziW>w)
7=1 J0
Y  Uj"Vn(f)
.71 =  0
dt
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N rlf  UnUtGo{r3{t),zf\oj)
j=l Jo .71 — 0
dt (40)
for I =  0 ,1 , . . . ,  P  and i =  1 , . . . ,  N.  This is a linear system of equations that can be 
written in matrix form as
H u  =  g (41)
where u  is a vector made up of the expansion coefficients, u ^ \  shown below.
4 0)
u
u (1)
u ( P )N N ( P + l ) x l
The matrix H  and the vector g contain entries
{H}/./ =  \^n{k)5 i3 +  ^  G'1(rj ( t) ,z f ),w)^n(t) |r '( t) dt
i u U n G o i T j i t ) ^ ^ , ^ ) ^ )  r t{t)
+  [  UrJJtG0{Tj ^),zf\w)(t>n{t)dt 
J  0
{g}/ =  Go (y,z
dt
for I  — (i — 1)(P +  1) +  £, J  =  (j — 1)(-P +  1) +  n  and £,n — 0 ,1 ,2 ,. 
integrals in matrix H  are to be evaluated by numerical quadrature.
(42)
(43) 
. ,P .  The
I I I .1.3 T rea tm en t o f K ern e l S ingu larities
The goal in using the spectral collocation boundary element method is to achieve 
spectral accuracy. This cannot be accomplished unless the singularities contained 
in the integral kernels of matrix H  are carefully removed [21], Specifically, the free- 
space Green’s function and its normal derivative both have a logarithmic singularity 
when j  =  i , i.e., when the collocation point is on the element being integrated. In
iu7M [ri(b-zT] jf)2 
=  e L J iequation (29), denote E  to get 
iE
G o ( r ,ui) = J1’ (ur) (44)
Also note that
=  v [*&) -  i p 2 +  [r<(*) -  =  V m * ) -  r *(^)]? i p 2 +  f c w  -
T m 2  
2
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~  \t ~  tt \ y / M M l / f P  + t e M l  (45)
where [-]i and [-]2 are the first and second vector components, respectively, of the 
term within the brackets. For small x, the asymptotic expansion for the zeroth-order 
Hankel function of the first kind gives
Hq1\ x ) = Jo{x) + iY0(x) =  — In (x) Jo(x) +  smooth terms (46)
7T
The “smooth terms” in equation (46) represent functions that are both analytic and 
infinitely differentiable (Appendix A). By (45), there is a logarithmic singularity 
present in (44) when t = To take care of this singularity, equation (44) can be 
rewritten as
G o f a ^ z f , ^ )  =  ^ i 4 1} (wr) -  — In (|t -  te\) J0(wr)l +  In (|t -  tf |) J 0(u;r)7T J 4p 7T
=  GqA) ( r i( t ) ,z f},a;) +  gS,B) (r i(t), z f ], uj) ln ( |t -  te\)
Then, the integral for a singular element becomes
^  T{t)Go(ri(t) ,zf\uJ)di = ^  T(7)gJA) (r* (f),z f\w ) <27
+  Jo T (^)GoB) (r i(*). , ^ )  In (1? — ^ |)  (47)
The first integral on the right-hand-side of equation (47) is calculated using the 
Gauss-Legendre formula while the second integral is evaluated by Gaussian integra­
tion for integrands with a logarithmic singularity [1].
A similar approach is used for the singularity that arises in the normal derivative 
of the free-space Green’s function when j  =  i. Denote F  =  —E  [(ri(t) — z \ ^  • nj / f  
so that equation (34) becomes
G i f a ( T ) ,  z j ^ w )  =  M
Again, applying the asymptotic expansion for the first order Hankel function of the 
first kind results in
iuJF 2i , _ .. T . .
In (|t -  te|) Ji(urr)G ifa fa ,z ,^ ,u ;)  =  %U)F H j l) (ur) -  — l n ( |* - i / |)  Ji{ur) ,4p L 7T J 4p l
=  G[A) (r*(f), w) +  G(]B) (r,(F), z)£), zu) In (|f -  te\)
Any integrals on singular elements containing G ifa(2),z^,u7) are evaluated by 
quadratures as discussed previously for the case of the singularity in Go-
Once the singularities are properly removed and the appropriate quadratures are 
applied, equation (33) can be solved for Gb (z, y,cJ).
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III.2 NU M ER IC A L SOLUTIONS OF TH E CIRCULAR C YLINDER  
IN  TW O D IM ENSIO NS
III.2.1 The Exact G reen’s Function and its D ouble D ivergence
Once the expansion coefficients, u f \  in the linear system defined by equation (41) 
are found, the value of the exact Green’s function at any field point z located in the 
exterior domain is given by
N  - i
G b (Z, y, u )  = Go  (y, z, u )  -  ^  [  Gi (u(f), z, u )
j=l °
N rl _  _
+  E / iuUnGo(rj(t), z, lj)
3 = 1
f "  UnUtG0{lj(J),Z,i3)
j=1 Jo
J2  wjn)0„(t)
.71 — 0
rW:) dt
.71 =  0
dt
t
.71—0
dt (48)
The double divergence of the exact Green’s function is then calculated by taking 
spatial derivatives of equation (48). This results in
92    92 _____
G b {z, y, u )  = - - - — Go (y, z, u )dzidzj dzidzj
N  . j  q 2  
Jo d z i d z j
+
- u
N r1
E /  i
3 —  1
d 2
dzidzj
Gl(Tj(t),Z,u)  
G0(rj(t),z,ciJ)
^2  U^Unit)
.71= 0
r'(f) dt
E  ' ^ Q n i t )
.77= 0
dt
E “in)<^ nW
.77= 0
dt (49)
3 =  1 ' u
Since G0 (rj(t), z,U) and G i(rj(t),z,uJ) are known functions, defined in equations 
(29) and (34) respectively, their spatial derivatives may be taken directly in order 
to calculate the double divergence. Equation (49) does not contain any logarithmic 
singularities because the field point, z, is not located on the boundary. Therefore, the 
integrals in equation (49) can theoretically be determined using Gaussian quadra­
tures.
A  problem arises, however, when dealing with a field point that is very close to 
the boundary of the circular cross-section. To illustrate this, consider the case where
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no mean flow is present, i.e., M  —  0. Let y denote T j ( t )  for element j  closest to the 
field point z. Then, the expression for Go given in equation (29) reduces to
G0 (y ,  z, U) = (Ur) (50)
where
U =  sJ lo2 -  k\ , f  =  y/(yi  -  Zxf  +  (y2 -  z2f  =  \ ] r \  +  r?2
Using the Hankel function derivative defined in Appendix A, the partial second 
derivative of (50) with respect to Z\ is
d2 „  ( v iU2 r (i) __  (i)___ - i n  iU (i)   r l , .
^ 2  Go (y,z,w) =  — — JK )  -  i? 2  > r ) j  ^  V 0 = 3  (51)
The other derivatives of Go and G\ in equation (49) are similar to equation (51) in 
terms of the power of r in the denominator. When a field point is significantly close 
to the boundary, r  is very small. This causes the integral kernels in equation (49) 
to become nearly singular on the element closest to the field point. To improve the 
accuracy of the double divergence, the interval of integration corresponding to the 
element closest to the field point is refined into subintervals that are grouped around 
the boundary point closest to the field point z. The integrals for each subinterval are 
then calculated using a 20-point Gaussian quadrature.
The nearly singular integral kernels caused by the small distance between field 
point and element increase the error in the solution u ^ \  Consequently, the order P  of 
the basis functions used when calculating the double divergence must exceed the order 
of those used to calculate the exact Green’s function to maintain the same accuracy. 
In the case of the two-dimensional circular cylinder, the exact solution for M  — 0 
is well known and therefore it is utilized in this chapter as the basis of comparison 
[5]. Fig. 4 compares the numerical results of the Green’s function obtained when 
computed with basis functions of order P  =  2,3,5 to the exact solution. Similar 
results are given in Fig. 5 for one component of the double divergence. Both figures 
show accurate numerical results except for the case of the double divergence term 
when P  =  2 and P  =  3 for field points close to the boundary. In order to retain the 
desired accuracy of the numerical results for these close points, Fig. 5 shows that the 
order of the basis polynomials must be increased, in this example, to P  =  5. Since 
the basis polynomial order can easily be changed in the spectral collocation method, 
it is an advantageous method for this problem.
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Fig. 4: The computed Green’s function along line x 2 = 0. The order of basis functions 
is: Circles: P  =  2; Squares: P  — 3; Diamonds: P — 5. Solid line is exact solution, 
u) =  471, N  — 16.
III.2 . 2  D em onstration o f Exponential Convergence
Spectral methods are known to have exceptionally fast convergence rates when the 
solution is infinitely smooth [21]. As the order of basis polynomials is increased in the 
spectral collocation method, the interval between grid points becomes smaller. This 
interval is 0 ( 1 /F), where P  is the number of collocation points. Hence the collocation 
error is approximately O [(1 /P )P] . This is called exponential convergence or spectral 
accuracy [7].
Table I demonstrates the spectral accuracy of the collocation method when M  = 0 
and M  = 0 2. The relative errors are calculated by subtracting the exact solution 
from the numerical solution, then taking Tie modulus of this result and dividing 
by the modulus of the exact solution. Both the Green’s function and its second 
derivative with respect to x\  are included in Table I. Because an exact solution is 
not available for the case when M  — 0.2, the basis of comparison was chosen to 
be the numerical results obtained when P  = 15. A graphical representation of the 
data in Table I can be found in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. It is clear from both figures that
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Fig. 5: The computed second derivative of Green’s function with respect to x\ along 
line x’2  =  0. The order of basis functions is: Circles: P  =  2; Squares: P — 3; 
Diamonds: P  =  5. Solid line is exact solution, ui =  47r, N  =  16.
exponential convergence is achieved as the order of the basis polynomials is increased. 
Table I also illustrates that for point A  close to the boundary, the error in the second 
derivative of the Green’s function is larger than that of the Green’s function itself. 
This is a result of the nearly singular integral kernels discussed in section III.2.1.
III.3 ADVANTAG ES OF TH E SPECTRA L COLLOCATION BEM
III.3.1 Spectral C ollocation Versus Traditional Boundary Elem ent 
M ethods
Some discussion of boundary element methods versus finite difference and finite el­
ement methods took place in section III .l.l. Because the spectral collocation BEM 
also requires only boundary discretization and uses an exact Green’s function that 
satisfies the radiation condition at infinity, it enjoys the same advantages over FDM 
and FEM. The benefits of using the spectral collocation BEM instead of traditional 
boundary element methods are discussed in this section.
In most cases, either constant elements or linear elements are used to compute
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Table I: Relative errors of exact Green’s function and its second derivative with 
respect to x\  as the order P  increases. The number of elements is N  =  16 and the 
frequency is An. The mean flow Mach number is (a) M  =  0 and (b) M  = 0.2.
(a )M  =  0
Order
P
Point A
Gb
z =  (0.51,0)
d2Gn
dx2
Point B 
Gb
z =  (0.75,0)
d2GB 
dx2
1 0.103559 7.58349 0.0163570 0.0117968
2 0.00721318 4.14877 0.00685089 0.00848532
3 0.000238121 0.396582 0.000282042 0.000314223
5 5.70406# -  06 0.00327423 4.08753# -  07 5.87232# -  07
7 6.38074# -  09 8 .1 7 7 6 1 # -0 7 2 .30121#- 09 1.72398# -  09
9 3.76160# -  10 1.61418# -  07 6.35161# -  12 5.00634# -  12
M  =  0.2
Order
P
Point A 
Gb
z =  (0.51,0)
d2G p 
dx2
Point B 
Gb
z =  (0.75,0)
d2GB
dx2
1 0.152124 11.6325 0.0525078 0.168418
2 0.00177218 6.15391 0.0128685 0.00741143
3 0.000331913 0.615260 0.000615142 0.000514647
5 4.63184# -  06 0.00642613 3.89132# -  06 6.72918# -  06
7 1.07052# -  08 1 .69364#- 05 6 .10549#- 08 1.08555# -  07
9 2.41123# -  09 1.89208# -  06 7.79234# -  10 2.30800# -  09
unknowns in the traditional BEM. In the constant element method, the “nodes” 
are taken to be in the middle of the element and the basis functions are assumed 
to be constant over each element. For linear elements, the nodes are at the ends 
of the element and the basis function is assumed to be linear over the element. 
If higher accuracy is desired, quadratic elements can be used, in which two nodes 
are at the ends of each element and one node is in the middle. In general, the 
accuracy of the method increases with the number of nodes per element. The spectral 
collocation BEM allows the use of high-order basis functions to approximate the 
unknown function. Since discontinuous boundary elements are used, the order of 
the basis functions can be changed easily, without reformulation of the problem. 
High-order basis functions are beneficial because they accurately approximate the 
tangential derivative of the unknown function in the presence of the mean flow.
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Fig. 6: Relative error as a function of the order of basis polynomials for M  =  0. 
Circles: z =  (0.51,0); Squares: z =  (0.75,0).
By choosing Chebyshev polynomials as the basis functions along with the interior 
Gauss-Chebyshev collocation points, two more advantages arise. First, the accuracy 
of the solution can be assessed by the magnitudes of the expansion coefficients, u ^ .  
The error approximating a function by its first iV-terms using Chebyshev polynomials 
is bounded by the sum of the absolute values of the coefficients of the remaining terms 
in the series [7]. Also, since the Gauss-Chebyshev points are interior, no collocation 
point will fall on a corner as long as every corner lies on an element end-point. 
Therefore, evaluation of the BIE on corner points is avoided. With the correct choice 
of basis functions and collocation points, the spectral collocation BEM will always 
achieve spectral accuracy for smooth boundaries [7].
Compared to the traditional BEM, the spectral collocation BEM produces smaller 
matrices because it requires fewer nodal points to maintain the same accuracy [21]. 
As a result, the latter method requires less computation time. In both cases, the 
matrices generated are dense. Thus, the spectral collocation BEM is the better 
choice when dealing with smooth boundaries.
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Fig. 7: Relative error as a function of the order of basis polynomials for M  =  0.2. 
Circles: z =  (0.51,0); Squares: z =  (0.75,0).
III.3.2 N odes p e r  W avelength  C alcu la tion
One way to demonstrate the benefit of using high-order basis functions is to perform 
a “nodes per wavelength” calculation. This is done by using the equation
In equation (52), N  = N ( P  + 1) where N  is the number of elements and P  is the 
order of the basis functions. Hence, N  is the total number of collocation points, or 
nodes, on arc length L. Nw is defined as the total number of waves on arc length L 
and is given by
where A =  ^  for a given wavenumber k .
Consider again the circular cylinder with constant cross-section of radius 0.5, and 
choose twenty equally spaced field points for a given radius. For each basis function 
order, the number of elements is increased until a combined maximum allowable 
relative error of 0.005 is reached when compared with the exact solution for M  =  0 
and frequency 407r. Tables II and III contain required nodes per wavelength results 
for field points at radii 0.51 and 0.75 respectively. The computation time required 
for each calculation is also included in Tables II and III. According to Tables II and
N P W (52)
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Table II: Nodes per wavelength and computation time required for a maximum rel­
ative error of 0.005 as the order of the basis polynomial P  increases. The frequency 
is 407r and the mean flow Mach number is M  = 0. Results for 20 field points at 
radius 0.51 for (a) Green’s function and (b) its second derivative with respect to X\ 
are shown.
(a)Green’s Function
Order
P
Nodes per 
Wavelength
Computation Time 
(seconds)
1 60.4789 535.1094
2 13.6077 29.5313
3 6.8755 12.5156
5 5.7296 11.8281
7 4.9656 14.6406
9 4.7746 15.9375
11 4.3927 17.7813
(b)Second derivative of Green’s Function with respect to xi
Order Nodes per Computation Time 
P Wavelength (seconds)
1 66.8451 689.6875
2 14.2762 32.2813
3 7.8304 15.4219
5 6.3025 15.4063
i 5.0930 13.7188
9 4.9338 15.9531
11 4.5837 18.1563
III, the computation time for field points at radius 0.51 is always greater for the same 
order than that for field points at radius 0.75. This is due to the computation time 
necessary for refinement of the integration intervals for a field point located close to 
the boundary, as discussed in section III.2.1. Also, in each table there is an optimal 
order in terms of computation time that does not correspond to the highest order 
of basis functions. This is a result of the number of quadrature points, 2(P + 1), 
required to compute each integral in equations (40), (48) and (49).
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Table III: Nodes per wavelength and computation time required for a maximum 
relative error of 0.005 as the order of the basis polynomial P  increases. The frequency 
is 40-7T and the mean flow Mach number is M  =  0. Results for 20 field points at 
radius 0.75 for (a) Green’s function and (b) its second derivative with respect to x\ 
are shown.
(a)Green’s Function
Order
P
Nodes per 
Wavelength
Computation Time 
(seconds)
1 49.9747 314.8594
2 12.3186 17.3594
3 6.6845 6.7031
5 5.6341 7.3281
7 4.9656 7.8906
9 4.7746 9.3281
11 4.3927 9.9219
(b)Second derivative of Green’s Function with respect to s>L
Order
P
Nodes per 
Wavelength
Computation Time 
(seconds)
1 66.8451 665.8281
2 14.2285 22.7344
3 7.7031 8.5938
5 5.7296 7.2813
7 5.0929 7.9531
9 4.775 9.0156
11 4.5837 10.2656
III.4 COM PUTATIO N OF DO UBLE D IVERG ENCE
III.4.1 Two Approaches
All spatial second derivative calculations of the exact Green’s function thus far have 
been performed using direct differentiation. For most near-field points, direct differ­
entiation is preferred over a finite difference approximation since the latter results in 
additional discretization errors. However, as previously discussed, the integral ker­
nels in the double divergence equation are nearly singular for a field point very close
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to the boundary. For these close points, a finite difference approximation, which de­
pends only on the values of the exact Green’s function at and closely surrounding the 
field point, may yield better results. This section contains a comparison between the 
direct computation and a finite difference approximation of the double divergence.
111.4.2 F inite Difference Approach
Since the double divergence of the exact Green’s function is already extremely ac­
curate when using high-order basis functions with direct differentiation, the finite 
difference approach was applied only to basis function orders of P  =  2 and P  =  3. 
Indeed, finite difference calculations applied to orders P  — 5 and P  = 7 yielded much 
worse results than direct differentiation. Two finite difference stencils were applied 
to several field points located at a radius of 0.51 from the center of a circle of radius 
0.5. The schemes used were a fourth-order central scheme given by
d2G
-  (x i ,x2) =  [ -G b {xi +  ‘2Ax,  x2) +  16GB (xx +  Ax,  x 2) -  30GB (aq, x2)
+16Gb (xi — Ax, x 2) — Gb (aq — 2Ax,  rr2)]/12A:r2 (53)
and a fourth-order forward scheme given by 
{pG
(^1 ,^ 2 ) =  [11 Gb (x i ,x 2) -  20Gb (aq +  A x , x 2 )  +  6Gb (aq +  2 A x ,x 2)
+4Gb (a?! +  3Aaq x 2) — GB (aq +  4Aaq a;2)]/12Aa;2 (54)
In the central scheme, the finite difference approximation was computed using A x  = 
0.0005. In the forward scheme, the computation was done using Aa; — 0.005.
111.4.3 R esults o f Comparison
Tables IV and V contain direct differentiation and finite difference relative errors for 
the second derivative of the exact Green’s function with respect to xi at seven field 
points close to the boundary for basis function orders P — 2 and P  = 3 respectively. 
The Mach number is M  =  0, the frequency is 47T and the source point is located 
at y =  (0 ,-20 ). The exact solution was used as the basis of comparison. The 
results in Tables IV and V show that the errors corresponding to the finite difference 
calculations are on the same order of magnitude as the errors corresponding to direct 
differentiation. There is no significant improvement when using either the central
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Table IV: Comparison of relative errors of the exact Green’s function second deriva­
tive with respect to aq using direct differentiation and finite difference schemes for 
basis function order P  =  2. Results are for field points located at radius 0.51 from 
circle. The number of boundary elements is N  =  16 and the frequency is Air. The 
mean flow Mach number is M  — 0.
Point Location 
Z =  ( x i , x 2)
Direct Differentiation 
Error
Central Scheme 
Error
Forward Scheme 
Error
z =  (0.3465,0.375) 0.992146 0.998845 0.889330
z =  (0.4445,0.25) 0.143219 0.148863 0.0885821
z — (0.4944,0.125) 0.591835 0.598842 0.538544
z =  (0.51,0) 4.14877 4.16904 2.24344
z =  (0.4944,-0.125) 1.77300 1.79780 1.52710
z =  (0.4445, -0.25) 0.066288 0.0685527 0.0832171
z =  (0.3465, -0.375) 0.249394 0.250747 0.225164
Table V: Comparison of relative errors of the exact Green’s function second derivative 
with respect to aq using direct differentiation and finite difference schemes for basis 
function order P — 3. Results are for field points located at radius 0.51 from circle. 
The number of boundary elements is N  =  16 and the frequency is 47t. The mean 
flow Mach number is M  =  0.
Point Location Direct Differentiation Central Scheme Forward Scheme
z =  (aq,aq) Error Error Error
z — (0.3465,0.375) 0.0977817 0.102762 0.160943
z =  (0.4445,0.25) 0.194022 0.202099 0.151711
z =  (0.4944,0.125) 0.0236351 0.0319770 0.0612550
z =  (0.51,0) 0.396582 0.416727 0.280754
z =  (0.4944,-0.125) 0.0639322 0.0909046 0.165914
z =  (0.4445, -0.25) 0.0785330 0.0818204 0.0207737
z =  (0.3465, -0.375) 0.0254311 0.0295269 0.0909827
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or forward finite difference scheme for orders P  = 2 and P  = 3 in lieu of the direct 
differentiation results. Therefore, direct differentiation of the exact Green’s function 
at all points, even those very close to the boundary, is preferred over finite difference 
calculations.
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CHAPTER IV 
APPLICATION OF SPECTRAL COLLOCATION BEM 
TO NON-SMOOTH BOUNDARIES
IV. 1 GENERAL D ISC U SSIO N OF C O R N ER  SINGULARITIES
The spectral collocation boundary element method is very successful when applied 
to problems with smooth boundaries. However, when sharp angles or corners are 
introduced into the boundary, the spectral collocation method alone will not result 
in exponential convergence because of the solution singularities at these locations. 
The exact Green’s function ceases to be analytic on corner elements, and therefore, 
it cannot be adequately represented by Chebyshev polynomials. In fact, most stan­
dard methods for solving boundary value problems provide slow convergence and 
inaccurate solutions in the neighborhood of a corner [31].
IV .1.1 N ature of Corner Singularities
In polar coordinates, the asymptotic expansion of a singular solution to an elliptic 
equation at a corner is given by
OO
9 s ( r ,  0 )  ~  Y  a p 9 p  (r > 0 )
p — o
where
9p (r, 6) =  Y r X+P (log9 r ) >^<7 W  (55)
9=o
In equation (55), A is a singularity exponent and 4>Pyti (9) are smooth angular functions 
[31]. The singularity exponents depend on the boundary conditions prescribed at the 
corner. For the case of a two-dimensional exterior domain governed by a Helmoltz 
equation with homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions on the corner edges, the 
expansion shown in equation (55) becomes
OO OO
9s(r, 9) ~  Y  ap9P(r, Q) = Y aPJpv (kr f ( 9)) cos (° ) (56)
p —o p =o
where v = - ,  is related to the exterior angle of the corner and a  is a function of 9
[31]-
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For Re(pv) > 0, the Bessel function of the first kind in equation (56) can be 
approximated by its asymptotic expansion for z —> 0 as
where z =  krf(9).  Since v  is not always an integer, the singular solution given 
in equation (56) could contain irrational expressions of r, which are not analytic 
in the entire complex z-plane. The convergence of a spectral series for a function 
is controlled by the “singularities” of that function [7]. The term “singularities” 
includes poles, fractional powers, branch points, and discontinuities of the function 
or its derivatives.
IV .1.2 Techniques for R educing Errors Caused by Corner Singularities
Numerous works have investigated methods for treating corner singularities in poten­
tial theory problems. Telukunta and Mukherjee [41] developed an Extended Bound­
ary Node Method (EBNM), which is a combination of the Moving Least Squares 
approximation scheme and the standard BIE method. This method is successful in 
modeling corner singularities, however, approximations for the normal derivatives of 
the potential function must be made at each corner. These approximations depend 
on the interior angle of each corner. For an object with several different corners, 
such as the high-lift wing depicted in Fig. 1, this method may require much more 
computational effort when compared with standard BEM techniques. A more com­
mon approach involves the use of singular elements that require the orders of the 
singularities to be included at the corresponding singular nodes. Ong and Lim [33] 
successfully applied this method to three-dimensional potential problems, showing 
that singular elements can significantly improve the accuracy of solutions to some 
electrostatic problems. The drawback to this method is the development of singular 
shape functions that must closely approximate the actual singular fields. In a multi­
cornered object, this may appreciably increase the computational effort involved in 
obtaining an accurate solution. Another technique used to alleviate corner singular­
ities incorporates complex mapping into the BEM. This method has been explored 
by Wang and Tsay [42] as well as by Boyd [8]. Boyd applied a Mercator coordinate 
transformation to map corners to infinity and noted that any reasonable basis set 
applied to the infinite interval will yield a spectral series that converges exponen­
tially. However, this convergence is subgeometric, meaning the error is proportional
(57)
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to exp(—qy/P) where P  is the number of basis functions.
A fourth technique developed in recent years by Igarashi and Honma [24] and 
Marin et al. [31] entails subtracting the singularities from the original potential func­
tion, leaving a “regularized” potential function to be determined by a standard BEM. 
New boundary integral equations are formulated to determine the expansion coeffi­
cients at the singular points. For a unique solution of the regular problem, additional 
constraints equal in number to each singular solution must be specified. As in the 
previously discussed methods, the corner angle must be known for the application 
of this method. These singularities behave like r ^  for p = 0,1, 2 ,.. . ,  as shown in 
equation (57). Consider the case of the two-dimensional Helmholtz problem with 
singular solution expansion defined in equation (56) with a  =  If, for example, a 
fourth-order accuracy is needed, i.e., p = 0 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,4 , the Bessel function expansions 
give, in terms of r,
C0,C ir^ ,C 2r,C'3r 2 ,C 4r 2 or C0,C ir^ ,C 2r,C 3r^r,C 4r2
In this example, the second and fourth terms have in common a function “singularity” 
on the order of while the other three terms contain rational functions of r. Hence, 
only one singularity needs to be subtracted from the original problem. Next, consider 
a similar example where a  =  | .  Then, for fourth-order accuracy, the terms are
C'0,C'1rT C '2r f ,C 3r T C 4r 3
The fractional exponents in terms two through four cannot be manipulated so that 
these terms will have a common functional singularity. Therefore, each term must 
be subtracted individually, resulting in more computational effort due to the speci­
fication of more constraints.
One of the most successful techniques for treating corner singularities is the h- 
version refinement method. In this approach, the number of basis functions remains 
constant, while the number of elements in the neighborhood of the singularity is 
increased. Even though the total number of elements is increased in this method, the 
corner elements containing the function singularities become a smaller percentage of 
the boundary. In general, a power convergence rate is obtained when the h-version is 
applied in solving a Helmholtz equation problem, i.e., if h is the element size, the error 
decreases as /i(p+1) for h —> 0, where P  is the order of the basis functions [25]. One 
advantage of element refinement methods is that no prior knowledge of singularity
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behavior is required. Only the locations of the singularities must be known. This 
property, along with the convergence rate, makes the h-version refinement method a 
more robust approach for dealing with changes in geometry.
In subsequent sections, two methods of improving errors caused by corner singu­
larities are applied to a square object: an exponential grading element refinement 
technique and a collocation method based on Sine functions. Each approach is dis­
cussed in detail in subsequent sections of this paper.
IV .2 RESULTS OF SPECTRAL COLLOCATION BEM  ON A  
SQ U A RE BO U N D A R Y
In order to illustrate the slow convergence of the spectral collocation BEM applied 
to non-smooth boundaries, consider a square centered at the origin with corners 
located at (0.5,0.5), (0.5,—0.5), (—0.5,—0.5) and (—0.5,0.5). The elements on the 
square boundary are configured so that all corners are located at element endpoints. 
Again, the collocation points are chosen to be the interior Gauss-Chebyshev points 
so there will be no evaluation of the BIE on the corner points. Each shape function, 
Tj(t), is approximated by a cubic spline connecting grid points on the boundary 
with continuous tangential derivatives on smooth boundaries. The two field points 
analyzed will be (A) z =  (0.51,0) and (B) z =  (0.75,0). The source point is located 
at y =  (0, —20), the frequency is to =  47t and the number of elements is N  — 16.
Table VI shows the relative errors for the Green’s function, Gb , and its second 
derivative, when compared with a high order (P  =  15) solution. The data for 
Table VI are also plotted in Fig. 8.
Table VI and Fig. 8 show that a non-exponential rate of decay occurs as the 
order of the basis polynomials increases. In the attempt to improve these results, an 
exponential grading element refinement will be performed on all corner elements.
IV .3 EX PO N EN TIA L G R A D IN G  ELEM ENT R E FIN EM E N T
IV.3.1 Definition of Elem ent Refinement
This section introduces an exponential grading element refinement that will be ap­
plied to the square boundary described in section IV.2. This refinement is illustrated 
in Fig. 9. The refinement ratio, u, is defined as
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Table VI: Relative errors of exact Green’s function and its second derivative with 
respect to x\ as the order P  increases. The number of elements on the square’s 
boundary is N  — 16 and the frequency is 47r. The mean flow Mach number is 
M  = 0.
Order
P
Point A 
G b
z =  (0.51,0)
d 2G R 
d x ?
Point B
Gb
z =  (0.75,0)
a 2 G B 
d x 2
1 0.0973225 133.980 0.0353173 1.30873
2 0.0392499 120.398 0.0308039 1.09711
3 0.00272320 10.4763 0.00212314 0.0704248
5 0.000510972 0.183188 0.000371261 0.00917916
7 0.000231130 0.00350694 0.000170683 0.00394068
9 0.000119278 0.00197095 0.0000890705 0.00197641
® 10
,-10
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10
Order P Order P
Fig. 8: Relative error as a function of the order of basis polynomials for square 
boundary with M  — 0. Circles: z  =  (0.51,0); Squares: z  =  (0.75,0).
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L=1
Element of length L
Fig. 9: Diagram showing definition of element refinement.
Xiv = -----
Xi- 1
and Ng is the level of refinement, or number of refinements. The value of v is in 
(0,1] where v — 1 would produce the original number of elements. This refinement 
is applied to each element containing a corner point.
IV .3.2 R esu lts  for a  F ixed  R efinem ent R a tio
Consider the 16-element square, and let the refinement ratio be a fixed value, v — 
0.35. Although N g does not depend on the order of the basis functions, P , for this 
example the refinement level was chosen to be Ng = P  +  2. In order to compare 
the results of this refinement method with previous non-refinement results, the same 
field points, (A) z =  (0.51,0) and (B) z =  (0.75, 0), are considered. The frequency is 
4 7 r and the source point location is y  =  (0, —20). Table VII shows the relative errors
n2
for the Green’s function, Gb , and its second derivative, when compared with
an order P  — 15 solution for M  — 0. The results of Table VII are plotted in Fig. 10. 
For a refinement of v =  0.35 and Ng — P  +  2, exponential convergence is obtained.
IV .3.3 O p tim al R efinem ent S tra teg y
To determine an optimal refinement strategy, many values of v and N g were tested. 
Clearly, for values of v very close to one, the number of refinements would have to
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Table VII: Relative errors of exact Green’s function and its second derivative with 
respect to aq as the order P  increases. The frequency is 4 tv ,  v  =  0.35 and Ng =  P + 2 . 
The mean flow Mach number is M  = 0.
Order
P
Point A 
Gb
z  =  (0.51,0)
d 2 G p
d x '\
Point B 
Gb
z  =  (0.75,0)
9 2 G p  
d x 2
1 0.0763597 132.533 0.0188810 1.23859
2 0.0584410 139.445 0.0300076 1.09480
3 0.000764934 21.4354 0.000255573 0.0510741
5 0.000161642 2.35153 0.0000276648 0.00172533
7 0.0000118897 0.0801876 2.51755P -  06 0.000184259
9 3.57358P -  07 0.0000460827 3.91149P -  08 3.4515213 -  06
1 1 7.31339P -  09 0.0000895887 6.93006P -  10 2.67518Z3 -  08
° 10
,-10
Order P
•§ 1 0
i , rt
l- 4
b °
Order P
Fig. 10: Relative error as a function of the order of basis polynomials for square 
boundary with M  — 0. Element refinement with v =  0.35 and Ng =  P  + 2 . Circles: 
z  =  (0.51, 0); Squares: z  =  (0.75, 0).
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Table VIII: Relative errors of the Green’s function using exponential grading element 
refinement for the square boundary. The frequency is 4 7 r, the mean flow Mach number 
is M  =  0 and the source point is located at y  =  (0, — 20).
Level of Refinement v  =  0.85 v =  0.5 v  =  0.35
Ng — ^ 6.30136P -  05 2.01483P -  05 1.07959# -  05
N g = 3 5.24537P -  05 1.14010P — 05 5.53004P -  06
N g =  4 4.39122P -  05 7.59983E -  06 3.73803P -  06
N g = b 3.70199P -  05 5.85945P -  06
N g = 6 3.14598P -  05
Ng — 7 2.69720P -  05
be large for the method to be effective. Since an increase in N g causes an increase 
in the number of unknowns, this would not be computationally efficient. Therefore, 
lower levels of refinement are preferred.
Consider again the square boundary. Table VIII illustrates the effects of changing 
v and N g. The order of the basis functions was kept constant (P  =  7) for this 
comparison. According to Table VIII, as the value of v  increases, more levels of 
refinement are required to obtain a specific accuracy. Another strategy to determine 
the best refinement is to keep the length of the refined corner elements constant. For 
an original corner element of length L  =  1, the length of the refined corner element 
is given by vNg. Two values for the length of the refined corner element were tested, 
(a) vN» ~  0.05 and (b) vNt> ta 0.008. The results are shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 
12 for field point z =  (0.75,0). Fig. 11 shows that for all values of v and N g, 
the results for both Gb and are improved over the results of no refinement. 
Additionally, the element refinement relative errors given in Fig. 11 possess roughly 
equivalent orders of magnitude for each value of P . However, according to Fig. 12, 
v =  0.09 with Ng =  2  gives the largest errors for both the Green’s function and its 
second derivative. In this case, the first level of refinement, N g =  1, creates a new 
element with an endpoint too close to the corner, resulting in an inaccurate solution 
estimation on that element. This example clearly shows that there is a minimum as 
well as a maximum value for the refinement ratio.
Finally, to illustrate the applicability of the refinement strategy to any boundary 
with corners, consider an isosceles triangle boundary with corners located at (0.5,0.5),
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Fig. 11: Relative error as a function of the order of basis polynomials for square 
boundary with M  =  0. Element refinement with vNg «  0.05. Cross: v — 0.223 and 
Ng =  2; Circle: v — 0.37 and Ng =  3; Plus: v — 0.55 and Ng — 5; Star: v =  0.65 
and Ng =  7; Diamond: No element refinement.
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Fig. 12: Relative error as a function of the order of basis polynomials for square 
boundary with M  = 0. Element refinement with vNg «  0.008. Cross: v — 0.09 and 
N g = 2; Circle: v — 0.2 and Ng =  3; Plus: v — 0.38 and Ng = 5; Star: v  =  0.5 and 
Ng — 7; Square: v =  0.69 and Ng =  13; Diamond: No element refinement.
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Fig. 13: Relative error as a function of the order of basis polynomials for triangular 
boundary with M  — 0. Element refinement with uNg «  0.05. Cross: v =  0.223 and 
Ng — 2; Circle: u — 0.37 and Ng = 3; Plus: v =  0.55 and N g — 5; Star: v =  0.65 
and Ng — 7; Diamond: No element refinement.
(0.5,—0.5) and (—0.5,0). Fig. 13 shows the results obtained for a refined corner 
element length of vNg «  0.05 at field point z =  (0.75, 0). Again, for all combinations 
of v and Ng, the relative errors for both Gb and are on the same order of 
magnitude for each P.  Therefore, this element refinement strategy can be easily and 
successfully applied to all boundaries, regardless of corner angles and locations.
IV .4 SINC FU N C T IO N  COLLOCATION M ETHOD
IV.4.1 Properties o f Sine Functions
The second method studied for the improvement of errors caused by corner singu­
larities involves a change from Chebyshev polynomial basis functions to Sine basis 
functions (Appendix B) on all corner elements. In this method, Chebyshev basis 
functions are still applied to all elements not containing a corner point. The first 
step in the Sine collocation method is to map the interval [0,1 ] onto (—oo, oo) using 
the transformation
m  = H i t )
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Next, a grid spacing, h, is chosen to approximate a function, f ( t ) ,  using a “Whittaker 
cardinal” approximation, given by
where the Sine function in the above equation is defined on — oo < t < oo, by
The basis functions on [0,1] are the composite translated Sine functions (Appendix 
B), denoted S n m{t) [37, 39]. The corresponding Sine collocation points are also given 
in Appendix B.
Using the Sine basis functions, the exact Green’s function on any corner element 
can be approximated in the form of a series expansion as
It is important to note here that Sine expansions always vanish at the endpoints of 
the interval [0,1]. Therefore, equation (60) must be modified by adding a spline at 
each endpoint [32], resulting in the revised equation
IV .4.2 Sine Function Benefits
Sine function approximation in the presence of corner singularities is beneficial for 
several reasons. First, the Sine function collocation method effectively handles singu­
larities by clustering more collocation points near the singularities [32]. Also, shifting 
from Chebyshev polynomials to Sine basis functions on corner elements can be done 
easily [7]. The linear system of equations given by equation (40) in section III. 1.2 
will remain unchanged except for the substitution of Sine basis functions on corner 
elements. Furthermore, for a step size of h =  and a Sine basis function order of 
2P , where P  is the order of the Chebyshev basis functions, approximation by Sine 
functions yields errors of 0 (e_cv^ ) , where c is a constant, even in the presence of 
singularities [39]. Lastly, using a Sine function expansion to approximate the solu­
tion to equation (40) is advantageous because the interval integrands are of the form 
F(t)Snm(t) [37], Due to the property given by
0 0  t — kh
/(*) ~  Y  f (kh )S inc (— — ) (58)
for t ^  0  
for t =  0
(59)
0 0  t — kh
f( t )  ~  / (kh)Sinc( -  )
fc=—oo
(60)
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Table IX: Relative errors of exact Green’s function and its second derivative with 
respect to £ 1  as the order of Chebyshev basis functions, P , increases. The order of 
Sine basis functions is 2P. The frequency is 4 7 r and the mean flow Mach number is 
M  = 0.
Order
P
Point A
Gb
z =  (0.51,0)
d2Gn
dx2
Point B 
Gb
z =  (0.75,0)
d2Gs
dx\
1 0.0451943 131.388 0.0163564 0.326271
2 0.0381091 119.749 0.0293117 0.908818
3 0.00376997 10.3568 0.00330225 0.0651904
5 0.000565250 0.194821 0.000814077 0.0195681
7 0.000172541 0.00525949 0.000215981 0.00533759
9 0.0000720711 0.00161089 0.0000725946 0.00172283
1 1 0.0000306075 0.000544329 0.0000272665 0.000604561
S n m(tk) =  0  for m ^ k  
the Sine quadrature rule evaluates the integrals for this special case by
[ l F ( t )Snm(t)dt = h +  0(e~c^ )  (62)
Jo (tmj
where C2  is a constant. Therefore, most of the integrals on corner elements in equation 
(40) are approximated by the first term on the right-hand-side of equation (62), 
reducing the computation to a single iteration.
IV .4.3 R esu lts  for th e  2-D S quare  B o u n d ary
Consider the 16-element square with a Sine function expansion on the corner elements 
and a Chebyshev basis function expansion on all other elements. Table IX shows the 
relative errors for the Green’s function, Gb , and its second derivative, at points
(A) z =  (0.51,0) and (B) z =  (0.75,0). The frequency is 00 =  4 7 t, the source point 
is at y  =  (0, —20), and the mean flow Mach number is M  =  0. In each case, the 
order of the Sine basis functions is 2P  corresponding to order P  for the Chebyshev 
expansion. The numerical solutions are compared with a high order (P  =  15 for 
Chebyshev elements) basis function solution. The data for Table IX are plotted in 
Fig. 14. Table IX and Fig. 14 show that as the order of the Chebyshev and Sine 
functions increases, exponential rate of decay is not achieved.
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Fig. 14: Relative error as a function of the order of basis polynomials for square 
boundary with M  = 0. Sine basis function order is 2 P. Circles: z =  (0.51,0); 
Squares: z =  (0.75,0).
IV .4.4 Comparison of Sine C ollocation M ethod to  Chebyshev Colloca­
tion  M ethod w ith  and w ithout Elem ent Refinem ent
In order to compare the results of the Sine collocation method to the Chebyshev 
collocation method without element refinement, it is useful to recall the singular 
solution asymptotic expansion given in Section IV. 1.1, which is
OO OO
9s{r, 0) ~  5 3  ap9p(r > 0) =  1 3  aPJpv (krf(6))  cos (a)
p=0 p = 0
where the approximation for Jpv(z) is given by
J A z )  ~  F ^ T T i )  ( S ’”  =  C"z"
As an example, consider the case where v  =  0.75. Fig. 15 shows the errors resulting 
when the test function f ( z ) = z0'75 is approximated using both Chebyshev and Sine 
basis functions as the order of basis functions is increased. The error is calculated by 
taking the L2-norm of the difference between the expansion solution and the exact 
solution. In this figure, the “order” corresponds to the number, P , of Chebyshev basis 
functions used in the approximation. The number of Sine basis functions is twice the 
number of Chebyshev basis functions. According to Fig. 15, the Sine approximation
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Fig. 15: Error as a function of Chebyshev polynomial order for test function f ( z )  =  
2 ,0 . 7 5  Cross: Chebyshev basis function approximation; Circles: Sine basis function 
approximation.
yields better results than the Chebyshev approximation for all basis function orders. 
However, the singular solution expansion also contains terms with higher exponents, 
such as 2v =  1.50 and 3v =  2.25. Figs. 16 and 17 are similar to Fig. 15, except that 
they contain results for the test functions f ( z )  =  z 1'50 and f ( z )  =  z2 ' 2 5  respectively.
It is clear from all three figures that the Chebyshev basis function approximation 
improves as the exponent increases, while the Sine basis function approximation 
worsens. Since the singular solution at a corner is a summation of functions with 
varying exponents, the Sine function approximation of this solution does not give 
much better results than the Chebyshev polynomial approximation.
When compared with the element refinement approach, the Sine collocation 
method fails to achieve exponential convergence as the order of basis functions is 
increased. As a result, the element refinement method using Chebyshev polynomi­
als gives a more accurate solution with fewer unknowns. In the element refinement 
method, the refinement ratio can be optimized so that the level of refinement can be 
reduced while still retaining exponential convergence under acceptable relative errors. 
Therefore, the exponential grading element refinement technique using Chebyshev 
polynomials is preferred over the Sine function collocation method.
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Fig. 16: Error as a function of Chebyshev polynomial order for test function f ( z )  — 
z 1’50. Cross: Chebyshev basis function approximation; Circles: Sine basis function 
approximation.
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Fig. 17: Error as a function of Chebyshev polynomial order for test function f ( z )  =  
z 2-25. Cross: Chebyshev basis function approximation; Circles: Sine basis function 
approximation.
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CHAPTER V 
TIME-DOMAIN BOUNDARY ELEMENT METHOD
FOR 3D SURFACES
To this point, a spectral collocation boundary element method for solving the con­
vective wave equation in the frequency domain has been developed and applied 
to arbitrary two-dimensional geometries. This chapter focuses on a time-domain 
boundary element method used to compute exact Green’s functions for general 
three-dimensional surfaces. The time-domain BEM has several advantages over the 
frequency-domain BEM. First, the inversion of a large, dense matrix is not required. 
The system of equations in the time-domain BEM results in sparse matrices at all 
time steps. Next, only a single computation is needed to solve for the exact Green’s 
functions at all frequencies. Finally, the computational complexity can be reduced 
to 0 ( N tN  log2 N)  where Nt is the total number of time steps and N  is the total 
number of spatial basis functions [16, 17j. This property makes the time-domain 
BEM potentially feasible for routine application at mid to high frequencies.
V .l  FORM ULATION OF TH E TIM E-D O M AIN  BEM  
V .1.1 The M arch-On-Tim e M ethod
Consider again the time-domain convective wave equation 
B
'd t +  U  ’ V ^ x ’y ’ “  v 2 ^ x > y > =  6& ~  s)5(x “  y )
with boundary condition
9g
dn =
on all solid surfaces. By using a free-space Green’s function, equation (63) with 
boundary condition (64) can be cast into a boundary integral equation as
(63)
(64)
4nCsg(zs, y , t , s )  = q ( t - s - \ y -  zs|)
|y -  zs + X_iR2"
1
R
BR
—  -  2Un -  Un (U • VR)
dR
dn
dt
- | t u - V ,  (xs, y , t R,s)]
-  Un (U • VR)
(xs,y ,tfl, s) 
dxs
g{xs,y , tR ,s )
(65)
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where R  = |xs — z s\ and t#  =  t — R. In equation (65), zs is a point on the body 
surface, S', and Cs = 0.5 for boundary points on smooth surfaces. For computational 
purposes, the time delta function, S(t — s), has been replaced by a finite continuous 
function, q(t — s), which has a spectrum of unity over the frequency range of interest 
(Appendix C). The boundary integral equation (65) represents a reduction in spatial 
dimensions from 3D to 2D and hence, only a surface mesh is required for discretization 
instead of a volume mesh. Once the exact Green’s function, g(x, y, t , s), is found, the 
frequency-domain solution, <?(x, y, ui, s), for use in acoustic analogy can be obtained 
by a Fourier transform in time, for any frequency uj. To solve equation (65), the 
exact Green’s function is represented in terms of N  spatial basis functions and Nt 
temporal basis functions as
N t N
g (* s, y , t , s )  =  (6 6 )
n=0 i= l
where u" are the expansion coefficients. Both the spatial and temporal basis functions 
will be discussed in subsequent sections of this chapter.
A linear system of equations is formed by substituting (6 6 ) into equation (65) and 
then solved for the expansion coefficients, w", by a March-On-Time (MOT) method. 
Consider equation (65) in the absence of mean flow,
~dg, . q(t -  s -  r) r 1 OR. r . r 1 dR
4*C,9 ,z s, y s) =  — — —  +  Js ^  +  Js ^ dt
dxs (67)
tR
where R  =  |xs — z s | and r  =  |y — z s \. By substituting (6 6 ) into (67) and forcing the 
equation to be satisfied at collocation points x*, and time level tj, the linear system 
of equations becomes
Nt N  i  -i o r - ,  N t N
(x fc)^n(tj) =  - q ( t j - s - r ) +  / 5Z 1 2 ui (t>i (x.,) ipn{tj — R)dx.s
n=0 i = 1 7 J s  K  071 n=0 i= l
N t N
+  L  D A T  E  E  (x «) tfnitj -  R )d*s (68)Js R dn n=0 i=1
for k =  1, 2,..., N  and j  = 1, 2,..., N t. In equation (6 8 ), R  =  |xs — x*,| and
dR __ n • (xs — x fc) 
dn  |xs - x fc|
By the property of causality,
=  0  for j  > n
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equation (6 8 ) can be written as a time marching scheme, given by
B 0 u^ =  qJ -  £  (69)
m=l
where uJ is a vector containing all unknown expansion coefficients at time level tj,
uJ
u{
UJ2
uN  J
Equation (69) relates the solution at the current time level t = tj to the solutions at 
all previous time levels. Specifically, at time level t j , the rows and columns of matrix
B m are
C 1 ( i  hi r  \ H  hi
{B m}ki = -  Js (X*) Ipj—m {tj -  R ) dxs -  j s (xs) i ’j-m {tj ~  R) dxs
+AnCs(j)l (xfc) 4>j-m{tj) (70)
and B 0  is formed from B m when m  =  0. At each time level, tj, the matrix B 0  is 
a sparse matrix, which can be solved using iterative methods in order to improve 
computational efficiency.
V .1.2 D iscussion of Temporal Basis Functions
The temporal basis functions chosen for the time-domain spectral collocation bound­
ary element method are cubic interpolation functions defined as
Vh (t) = t y { t -  u)
where tj — j A t  and the definition of ty{t) is given in Appendix B. Then, the expres­
sion for the B matrices can be written as
f  1 dR
{Bm}fcj = ~ Js ^  ^  ~ ^  ~ tj-ni) dxs
1 dRf  J. (j  i t
J s~ R d n ^ i ^  t^j ~  R ~ t j~m) d* s
+4irCs(t)i {xk)^{ t j  -  tj_m)
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or
c 1 f)1~? r 1
{B m}fc. = ~ Js (x «) ^  (m A t _  R) dXs ~ Js Rfafo (x «) W (m A t -  i?) d x s
+ 4 7 rCs</>; (xfc) fF(mAt) (71)
In equation (71), the B matrices are independent of time t. As a result, each B matrix 
is computed only once and stored in computer memory for future use. Furthermore, 
by the definition of the temporal basis functions, \F (mAt — R) =  0 when
m A t  — R  > 3At
or
R  + 3Atm  > ---- ------
A t
This implies that all entries of a B m matrix are zero when
 ^ Rmax , 0m  > —  h 3A t
where R max is the maximum dimension of the three-dimensional body. For the case 
when m = 0 , the matrix B 0  is given as
r 1 r 1 (97?
{B o}t . = - j s  (x .)  4  ( - R )  d x , -  Js (x .)  4 '  ( - R )  dx ,
+4nCs<t>i (xfc) ^ ( 0 ) (72)
If the time step is chosen such that
A t  <C Rmin
then
V ( - R )  = 0
except when R  — 0, i.e., k =  i. Consequently, B 0  will be a diagonal matrix when At 
is chosen to be less than the minimum distance between collocation points.
V .1.3 Triangular Boundary Elem ents
Any open or closed three-dimensional surface can be divided into flat or curved 
triangles [35]. Triangular boundary elements are therefore more robust when dealing 
with arbitrary geometries than quadrilateral elements. Let the body surface, S, be 
discretized into a grid of curved or flat triangular elements, E a. Each element can be
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y
Fig. 18: A three-node (left) and a six-node (right) triangle in three-dimensional space 
mapped to a right isosceles triangle in the parametric plane.
mapped to a flat right isosceles element, D, in the parametric £, 77-plane as shown in 
Fig. 18 [36]. The spectral node distribution over the triangle in the parametric plane 
is chosen to be the interior points proposed by Strang and Fix [40], with P  being the 
number of collocation points or nodes on each element. Again, interior collocation 
points are chosen so that the scheme can be applied to any geometry. An inverse 
mapping from D  onto each element Ea determines the location of each node i on the 
body surface, S.
The spatial basis function for node i, <&(xs), satisfies
for A; =  1,..., N  and i = 1,..., N  where N  is the total number of spatial basis functions. 
Hence, (/>,;(xs) is non-zero only on one element since i is an interior node. Let the 
quadrature formula for the surface integrals in the B matrices be
Then, the integrals have the form
Li^i(x‘WmAt-R)dx-=vL (mAt — R)dx ,
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1 f)R
=  <73)
where R  = xjg — x fe . In equation (73), Ea is the element that supports node i and 
f3 is the quadrature point index for the element after it has been mapped to the base 
right triangle, i.e., domain D. Also, Ja is the Jacobian for element E a when it is 
mapped to the base right triangle. The basis function for each node corresponds to 
a linear combination of a set of independent polynomials in the parametric plane 
defined as
=  Xjitk, Vk) =  52 4 Tt(Zk, T]k) (74)
e=i
for j  =  1, ...,P . In other words, if the node located at Xfc is mapped to the point 
(6fc> Vk) in domain D, the corresponding basis function for that node depends only on 
its location in the parametric plane. One suitable basis set for the functions Ti(^,rj) 
is the set comprised of Proriol’s orthogonal polynomials (Appendix B) [6, 36].
V .2 TR EATM EN T OF KERNEL SINGULARITIES
Consider the first integral in equation (71), given by
and note that
1 OR _  n s ■ ( x s -  x fc)
R 2 dn  |xs - x fc|3 
Hence, the integral kernel is singular when integration is being performed on the 
element containing x*,. Let the element be parameterized as
x(f, tj) = a  +  b£ +  C77 +  d£2 +  erj2 + f  £rj
xfc(£, V) =  a  +  Kfc +  crjk +  + erjl +  f  £krjk
x s(£, rj) = a  +  b£s +  crjs +  d£2 +  erj2 +  f£srjs
so that
Then,
/  -  tf)dxs = [  [  ^ — —— j - ^ i ( x s)4,(mAt -  |xs -  x fc|)
Js R  on J J |xs — Xfc I
• |x^ x Xr,| d£drj
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where
x s -  x fc =  b  (f, -  &) + c (rjs -  %) +  d  ( £ 2  -  +  e (r]2s -  +  f  (£,77, -  £kr]k)
Let
£ , s ~ £ , k  =  r  cos 0, 77s  -  %  =  r  sin 0
so that
xs — x fc =  b r  cos 0  +  cr sin 0  +  d  ((r cos 0 +  £ fc) 2  — ^ )  +  e ((r sin 0  +  ?7fc) 2  — 77^
+ f  ((r cos 0  +  &) (r sin 9 + rjk) -  £kr]k)
= r (b cos 9 +  c sin 9) +  d  (r2 cos2  9 + 2£kr cos 9j +  e (r2 sin2  9 + 2r]kr sin 
+ f  (r2 cos 9 sin 9 + £kr sin 9 +  rjkr cos 9)
=  0(r)
With the above change of variables, n,, becomes
=  xc x x^ =  (b +  2 d£s +  f 77s) x (c +  f£s +  2erjs)
n " |x^ x x,j| |(b +  2 d^s +  f 7?s) x (c +  f ^  +  2 e 77s)|
For points x s on the same element as x k, the numerator of equation (75) can be 
written as
(b +  2d£s +  f?7s) x (c +  f& +  2er]s) =  (b +  2d£fc +  2dr cos 9 + frjk + f r  sin 9)
x (c +  f£fc +  c +  f r  cos 9 +  2er)k +  2er sin 9)
Therefore, by the change in variables,
(xf x x^) • (xs -  Xfc) =  0 ( r 2)
1 dR _  n s • (x8 -  Xfc) _  /1 \
R 2 dn  |xs — Xfc|3 VrJ
Thus, the integrand is integrable when the first integral in equation (71) is written 
in polar coordinates centered at (£*,, r}k) as
rO2 rr(9)  \  Q f tJo Jo R? ~ R ) lx £ x  rdrdd
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Fig. 19: Transient numerical solution u(t) at z s =  (0.0514,0.00814,0.497). The 
source function frequency is u;0 =  2-zr (left) and o j 0 =  47t (right).
V .3 RESULTS OF TIM E-D O M A IN  BEM
Consider a sphere of radius 0.5 with a boundary consisting of N  = 760 curved 
triangular elements. Fig. 19 shows the expansion coefficient, u{, corresponding to 
the node located at zs =  (0.0514,0.00814,0.497) versus time obtained by the time- 
domain boundary element method at two source function frequencies u>0. The source 
point is located at y  =  (0,0,10) and the mean flow Mach number is M  — 0. The 
basis function order is P  =  0, therefore, there is only one interior collocation point 
associated with each element. The time step size is A t  =  0.05. A Fourier transform 
of the data plotted in Fig. 19 gives the solution at all frequencies oo. With 20 grid 
points in the longitudinal direction, comparison with the exact solution is shown in 
Fig. 20 for oo — 2k and oo =  47t. Clearly, the time domain BEM calculations are in 
good agreement with the exact solution results.
Unfortunately, one well-known drawback of the MOT scheme formulated in Sec­
tion V .l is its tendency toward long-time instability [16, 10]. For example, consider 
again the sphere of radius 0.5. Fig. 21 illustrates the instability caused by the MOT 
scheme when ooq — 67t. Long-time instabilities will eventually occur for all source 
function frequencies at varying times. Fig. 22 shows the instability beginning at
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Fig. 20: Comparison with exact solution at uj =  2k (left) and u  = 4w (right). Circles: 
Time-domain BEM solution; Solid Line: Exact solution.
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Fig. 21: Transient numerical solution u(t) at zs =  (0.0514,0.00814,0.497). The 
source function frequency is u>0 = 6n.
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Fig. 22: Transient numerical solution u(t) at zs =  (0.0514,0.00814,0.497). The 
source function frequency is u)0 =  47T.
approximately t — 30 when cu0 =  An. It is common knowledge that the frequency- 
domain solutions to Helmholtz integral equations are not unique at certain resonance 
frequencies. The corresponding time-domain solutions are unique by the presence of 
initial conditions, but due to discretization inaccuracies, resonant modes of the scat­
ter become excited causing these solutions to contain oscillations as time marches 
on [16]. The loss in accuracy is more severe for higher frequencies [10]. Several 
methods are available to overcome long-time instabilities in time-marching numer­
ical solutions. Some examples are time-averaging, modified time stepping, implicit 
MOT schemes and Galerkin approaches. The method utilized in this thesis is based 
on Burton and Miller’s formulation [9].
V .4 A BURTON-M ILLER FORM ULATION
One of the most successful and robust approaches for overcoming the non-uniqueness 
problem of the frequency-domain boundary element method was introduced by Bur­
ton and Miller in 1971 [9]. Their method produces a Combined Field Integral Equa­
tion (CFIE) made up of the Helmholtz integral equation and its normal derivative 
equation. The linear combination of the two equations ensures a unique solution at
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all frequencies [9, 44], In this section, an extension of the Burton-Miller formulation 
is derived for the exact Green’s function solution in the time-domain.
V .4.1 M arch -O n-T im e F orm ula tion
Consider the boundary integral equation derived in Section VI. 1.1, given by
. ^  / x q(t — s — r)4nCsg(zs, y , t , s )  = ----------------- h
r 1 dR . , r i UK
J s l P d n ^ tR Xs + J s R l t o
1 dR dgdt dx.tR
Since
J _ d R  \ 1 dR dg_dt tR
d_
dn
the integral equation can be re-written as
471Csg (z4, y, t, s) = -q  (t -  s -  r) -  f  9 
r Js
Noting that
R-
l  dn R  ^ tR.
dx. (76)
M )  _
dn
_1dR  
R  dn
equation (76) becomes
1 d " J.
4nCsg (zs, y, t, s) =  - q  (t -  s -  r) -  J  —  — \g]
A time derivative of equation (77) produces
dg ( . x 1 dq r
tR dx.
47r C, dt d_ Is dn 1 dgR dt tR. dx ,
(77)
(78)
where R  =  |xs — zs| and r  =  |y — zs|. The Burton-Miller time-domain CFIE is 
a linear combination of equation (78) and the normal gradient at the boundary of 
equation (77), given by [29]
-q (t — s — r) d
L
d
dnz Js dn
1
L R WtR
(79)
In equation (79), is the normal derivative with respect to z at boundary point 
z s. By the boundary condition involving the exact Green’s function,
d
dn -g(zs, y , t , s )  = 0
equation (79) reduces to
.  d C ' f +  ^ d
~dn~z ® = dn^ -q (t — s — r)
d r d 11 
dnz Js dn .R ^ tR dx. (80)
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A linear combination of equations (78) and (80) results in
dCy 1(1 -  a) 4nCs—  (zs, y , t , s )  + a c 4 n - ^ g ( z s, y , t ,  s) =  (1 -  o) -  —  (t -  s -  r)
+ac
d_ 
dn ,
d_ 
s dn
1 dg
R dt tR.
r dt 
dx.
—ac-
d
L U s W dx. (81)dnz Js dn Li? **]
where a e  (0,1) is a coupling parameter and c is chosen so that all terms in the 
equation have comparable orders of magnitude [10]. The Burton-Miller formulation 
yields unique solutions for all frequencies if ac is appropriately selected [44].
V .4.2 T rea tm en t o f H y p ersin g u la r In teg ra ls
The main difficulty in using any Burton-Miller formulation is dealing with hypersin­
gular integrals that arise when taking the normal derivative of the original boundary 
integral equation. With arguments written explicitly, equation (81) is
/■. \ * s-i dg , . . dCs . . /. . 1 dq . .(1 -  a) 4nCs—  {zs, y, t, s) + ac4n— g{zs, y , t , s )  = ( l - a ) - — { t - s - r )
+ O C
d_
dnz
d_ 
s dn
1
R
dg
dt
(xs,y  , t - R ,  s) dx.
[ s [s(x " y ’t - ' R’s)1.
dx. (82)
In equation (82), the last term will involve a hypersingular integral because
d2
dnzdn
1
h i
To reduce the singularity, the hypersingular integrals are regularized by an approach 
used by Liu et. al. [29] and Hwang [23] for the frequency-domain Burton-Miller for­
mulation. Consider the relation for determining Cs [29]
4 TrC* =  47T
fs
» ( i )
 dn
dx. (83)
Multiplying both sides of equation (83) by g (z, y, t , s) results in
d( ^)
4TvCsg (z, y, t, s) =  4ng (z, y, t , s ) ~  J  ~ ^ ~ 9  (z, y, L s) dxs
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By taking the normal derivative with respect to z at the boundary, and using the 
boundary condition for g, the above becomes
SC - ' ■ S4tt^—  g(*s , y , t , s ) =dnz onz
Equation (84) is substituted into equation (82) to get
Os, , , O f ,  , , 0(i)
(84)
(1 -  a) 4irCs^  ( z „ y ,t ,  s ) -a c -^ -  j^ g  (z„y ,« , s) =  (1 -  o) “  (t -  s -  r)
« ( t - S - r ) ] - (l - a) / s l l
d f d 1 '
+ac
_a_
dnz ? ^ (x s>y , t - R , s )
or
(1 -  a) 4ttCs^  (z„  y, t, s ) - a c ^ -  g (z„ y, t, s) =  (1 -  a) ^  ( t - s - r )
l^ q  ( t - s - r ) ]  - ( l - a )  Js [ 5  (xs, y, t - R , s )+ac
dn,
+ R - ^ ( x s , y , t -  R,s) dxs -  ac-^— f  [p (x„ y , t - R ,  s) 
a n , v s  an
+jRl t  ( x s , y , t - R ,  s) dx.
giving
(1 -  a) 47rCs^  (zs,y ,f ,s )  =  (1 -  a) (t -  s -  r) +  ac-^ -  
ot r at onz
-q (t — s — r)
-  U ~ a) Js Is (xa,y , t - R , s )  +  R ^  (xs, y , t - R ,  s)dg dx.
—ac d r d a )
dn. Js [g (x4, y , t - R , s ) - g  (zs, y , t - R ,  s)
+R% X^s,y,t _ R,s) dx. (85)
The last term in equation (85) is
9 f  d(jj)
Isdn,  J  dn
dg
- I s
g (xa, y , t - R , s ) - g  (zs, y, t, s) +  R ~  (xs, y , t - R ,  s) 
s d n  dn 9 ^^s,y, t ~ Rj ^  ~  9 ^  y ’ ^  +  R ~dt X^^s ,'y, t ~ R ’ S)
dx.
0 2 ( i )
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0 (s )
dn
- L
dg . ri \ (  d R \  d- {Xs, y , t - R , s) f - _  +  —
a2d )
s dnzdn
m
dn
R %  R ' s) 
>d9
dx.
g (xs, y, t -  R, s) -  g (z,, y, f, s) +  f t—  (x„ y , t - R ,  s)
dR dg d R d g
(x„ y, t -  R, s) + — — (x„ y  , t - R ,  s)
dn, dt dn,  dt
dR  d2g f ' dx.
^ ( 1 )
5  dnzdn
,dgg ( x „ y , t -  R,s)  -  g ( z „ y , t , s )  + R — ( x . „ y , t -  R, s)
R d ( t i d R c P g
(xs,y , t -  R , s)dxs (86)dn dnz dt2
The above hypersingular integral can be reformulated into a weakly singular integral 
by using a Taylor series expansion, given by
g (xs, y , t - R , s ) =  g{ z s +  (xs -  zs) , y  , t - R , s )  = g (zs + R , y, t -  R, s)
= 9 (zs, y, t, s) + Vg  ( z s , y, t, s) • R  +  ^  ( z „  y, t, s) ( -R ) +  O (i?2) 
where R  =  x s — z s . The first integrand in equation (86) becomes
a2(i)
dnzdn
d
a ( x „ y , t - R , s ) - g ( z „ y ,  t, s) + R —  (xs,y , t -  R,s)
_ ^ ( s )
dn,dn
Vg (zs, y , t ,  s) R
which renders the above integrable in a Cauchy principal value sense. Hence, the 
regularized integral equation is
T
(1 -  a) 4ttCs^  ( z s , y, t, s) = (1 -  a) -  ^  (t -  s -  r) +  ac
dt r dt dnz
-q (t — s — r)
- ( 1  -  a) j d
s dn
1
R ^ ( x s, y , t - R ,  s)
,dg- g  (z», y, t, s) +  R —  (xs, y  , t -  R, s)
d^(—)
dx, -  ac I g [g (x„ y, t -  R, s) 
Js dnzdn
R S ( i )  dR  d2g
L
dn dnz dt2 (xs, y  , t - R , s ) d x s (87)
or
(1 -  a) 4txCs^ -  (z„  y, t, s) = (1 -  a) (t -  s -  r) +  ac
dt r dt dnz
-q  (t — s — r) 
r
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- ( 1  ” a) L  ih T iii (x" :y' * - R ' s ) + U {x” y ' * - R ' s ) 'd* ‘
r\2 / i \ r o
~ a c Is  dn dn \9 X^ s ,y , t  ~  R ’ ~  9 (z*’y ’*’s) +  R ~dt ^  Y’ * ~~ R ’ ^
- R ^ H w (x” y ' t - R ’ s )dx - (88)
For collocation points z k and time step tj, equation (8 8 ) becomes
Nt N Ida
( 1  -  a) 4ttCs E  E  uiM *kW n( t j )  = (1 - a) z ^ l ( tj ~ s -  r )
r,-n i 1 r  d tn—u z=l
+ac- d
r l  l  r d ( - )  Nt N
- q  {t j  - s - r ) - { I - a )  E  E  ^ ( x ,  ) $ , ( * ,  -  f l )
l r  J ‘/ S  071 n = 0 i = ld n z
+ R ~ d n ~  ^  ?  U i f o f a W n f a  ~  R ^dXs  ~ a c  Ss
Q / ' l ' i  Nt N  f  r  Nt N
R  ^  ” 'J «  - -  f  ^  -  i2)R^>
n = o i = i  * s d n z d n . 7 1 = 0  1 = 1
TV* Ar !Vt JV
~ E E  < & ( zJfc)^n(*j) +  i? I ]  5 ]  K M X s W n i t j  -  fl)
7 1 = 0  7 =  1  71 =  0  7 = 1
, 9 ( 4 )  d R  * *  *
dx.,
+ a c  J ^ R  ^  E  E < ^ ( x * ) C ( 4j  -  # ) r f x * ( 8 9 )
/ s  d n  d n z £ ^ 0 ~ {
Writing equation (89) as a time marching scheme, i.e.,
B 0iF =  q' -  E
771= 1
results in
{B 77i}fcj =  ( 1  -  a) 4nCs4>i{zk)'iljj_rn(tj) +  ( 1  -  a) ^  ^ ^ & ( x 8)^-_m(*j -  # )d x s
+ (1 -  a) Js R —^-<j>i{Ks)ipj_m{tj -  fi)dxs +  ac j  ^ [0j(x8)^-_m(tj -  R)
~(f)i{zk)^j-m{tj) +  R(j>i{xs)ipj_m{tj -  i?)] dxs
- G c ^ i ? ^ ^ ^ - 0 i(xs)'0'/_m(ti -  i?)dxs (90)
Note that since (f>i{xs) is non-zero only when x s E Sf, the terms belonging to the 
matrix B m are
i B m}ki = (1 -  a) 4tTCs(f>i (zfc) (i,) +  (1 -  a) ^  (x *) (*j “  # ) dx*
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+ (1 -  a) j_ lx 'i  f t  ~ R ) rfx> 
[
I Si dnzdn
r d  ^(—)
+OC / — — [(p i  (xs) 1pj—m {tj R) (f>{ (Zfc) 0 j_m {tj) 
js, o ,o
r d ( - )  dR
+R<j>i (x„) i^_r„ (tj -  R)] dr., -  ac J , (x,) <i"_m (tj -  Ft) dx,
[  f i l l
Is-Sj dnzdn
r d^( —)
- a c y d n  * n <j)i (zfc) tpj-m {tj) d*s (91)
Because of the properties
0 i (Zfc) — $ik
and
0 j—m (^j) — m^O
the last term in equation (91) is non-zero only for i =  k and m = 0. By denoting
° ‘ =  - /J s - S i  OnzOn
equation (91) can be written as
{Em}** =  (1 -  a) 4ttCsfa {zk) tfj_m {t^  +  acDk(j)i (z k) 0 j_m {tj)
+  (1 ~ a )  Js (x «) ^ j - m  (tj -  R) d x s
+  ( 1  ~ a )  j s R^^-(j>i  (x4) 0"_m {tj -  R) dxs
r Q^(jL)
+ac / — — [0 j (x4) ipj—m {tj 7?) (f>i (z ^  if)j—m {tj)
J  S i  (J T IZ U T I
+R<j>i ( x s )  0 ' _ m  ( t j  -  . R ) ]  d x s
+ac ^  R 3  (x *) 0 i-m (*j -  # )  rfx s (92)
As in the original time-domain formulation, the matrix B q is a sparse matrix.
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V.5 RESULTS OF TIM E-D O M A IN  BEM  U SIN G  BURTO N-M ILLER  
FORM ULATION
Consider a sphere of radius 0.5 with a boundary consisting of N  — 760 curved 
triangular elements. Fig. 23 and Fig. 24 represent the results obtained when the 
time-domain BEM is revised using the Burton-Miller formulation outlined in Section
V.4 for o; 0  =  6 7 t and co0 =  4 7 r respectively. For comparison purposes, the expansion 
coefficient plotted corresponds to the node located at z s — (0.0514,0.00814,0.497), 
the basis function order is P  =  0, the source point is at y  =  (0, 0,10) and the time 
step size is A t  =  0.05. All calculations involving the Burton-Miller formulation were 
performed with c =  —1. Compared to Fig. 21 and Fig. 22, Fig. 23 and Fig. 24 
show the effectiveness of the Burton-Miller formulation in dealing with long-time 
instabilities that arise in many March-On-Time schemes.
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Fig. 23: Transient numerical solution u(t) at z s =  (0.0514,0.00814,0.497) using 
Burton-Miller Formulation. The source function frequency is cuq =  6 7 r and the cou­
pling parameter is a = 0.5.
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Fig. 24: Transient numerical solution u(t) at z s =  (0.0514,0.00814,0.497) using 
Burton-Miller Formulation. The source function frequency is u; 0  =  4w and the cou­
pling parameter is a = 0.5.
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CHAPTER VI 
APPLICATION OF THE EXACT GREEN’S FUNCTION 
IN SOUND PREDICTION
VI. 1 SO U N D  G ENERATED B Y  A VORTEX PA SSING  OVER A CIR­
CULAR CY LIN D ER
In most cases, exact solutions are not available for comparison with acoustic analogy 
calculations. Therefore, it is common practice to use experimental or simulated 
results to validate acoustic analogies. For this example, the predicted sound field from 
an acoustic analogy is compared with that of a direct time-domain finite difference 
solution for a vortex passing over a circular cylinder.
The continuity and momentum conservation equations in tensor form are
|  +  ^  +  ^  =  0
ut UX\ O X  2
dpui dpuiui dpu\u2 , d p _ _ n /Q4^
8t dx! dx2 dXl 1 '
dpu2 dpuiu2 dpu2u2 dp
+  “ 5-----+  “ 5—  +  =  0 (95)ut O X  i O X  2  OX  2
where effects of viscosity are ignored. Consider a perturbed flow
p =  p +  p', ui =  ui +  u[, u2 = u2 + u'2
where the mean velocity field is given by the potential flow over a circular cylinder 
of radius 0.5 as
2 2
“ 1 =  uoo(1 -  cos(20)), u2 = - u ^ sin(20) (96)
where uQ0 is the far-field constant mean velocity in the xi-direction. The perturbed 
flow is initialized with a vortex far away from the cylinder where the mean flow is 
approximately equal to Uoq. Hence, the initial conditions are given by
_  W 9 N (  ( X1 + 2 . 5 ) ^ + ( j : 9 —0 .8 5 )  ^
p' -  o, u\ =  (x2 -  0.85)e V 0 04 )
_  1t1 / n\ (  ( x 1 + 2 . 5 ) 2 + ( x 9 - 0 . 8 5 ) \
u'2 = - ( X l + 2.5)e ( ) V 004 ) (97)
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VI. 1.1 D irect Num erical Sim ulation Formulation
To obtain direct numerical simulation results, the perturbed flow is solved by lin­
earized equations of (93)-(95) using a finite difference scheme. Assuming p' — a2x f l , 
where is the speed of sound, the linearized equations in perturbed variables are
dp' _du[ _du'2 dp , dp , dp' _ dp' du\ du2, , . . . .
W  + p a 7 , + p a £  + +  +  +  +  +  W "  =  0 (98)
94  +  ^  +  4 u [  + +  i [ S l| 5 l  +  =  0 (99)
dt dx  i OT2  oxi 0 x 2  p dx  1 dx2 p dx 1
du'9 du'9 du9 du2 , du2 , l r <9t<2 du2, . a2 dp' „ .
+  - A n '  +  -  +  « 2 ^  p ' +  ^ ^ -  =  0 100
dt dx 1 ax2 cbq 0 0 : 2  P dx\ dx2 p dx2
Fig. 25 shows the time-domain finite difference solution of the linearized Euler equa­
tions, (98) ( IT ). Initially, the vortex is in a translational motion without significant
sound emission, as shown in 25 (a). As the vortex passes over the cylinder, a non- 
uniform mean flow field results, causing the generation of acoustic waves, shown in 
25 (b)-(d). The streamlines of the non-uniform mean flow, given by equation (96), 
are illustrated in Fig. 26.
V I.1.2 A coustic Analogy Formulation
To formulate the acoustic analogy equation with the convective effect of a far-field 
constant mean-flow included, equations (93)-(95) are rewritten as
%  + + % H  = 0 ( 1 0 1 )
dt dx  1 dx\ dx 2
dpui dpu\ d p i u x - u j j u r  dpuxu2 dp , ino^
^ r + “ “ & r + — 9 ^ — + ^ r + a s 7 = 0  (102)
dpu2 dpu2 d p i u x - u j j u - i  dpu2u2 dp
~ a r  + u- - g ^  + ---------------- +  ^ r  +  s ^  =  0 (103)
By taking the operation + uoo- ^ )  ( 1 0 1 ) - ^ (1 0 2 ) -^ ( 1 0 3 ) ,  the following acous­
tic analogy equation is obtained:
t l x . ,  A i 2  _  2 , & P  . & P ,  P T n  , „ 3 2T ,2 , &T-n
° ° d x j  P “ “ 3.1:? Ox'i1 Ox'i a.,:,0X2 Ox'i ( *
where
Tn = p (« i ~ -  u j  + p -  a2x p
T1 2  =  p(«i -  u00)u2
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Fig. 25: Instantaneous density contours of the time-domain finite difference solution.
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Fig. 26: Streamlines of the non-uniform flow.
T22 =  pu2u2 +  p -  a^p  
The density perturbation satisfies the linearized acoustic analogy equation, given by
, a  . ,  a 2 , , a y  . a V ,  a2r;i . „ a2!-;, . 9 ^
(ai + ““a^) p ■°»(&f + M)" ‘air aha  ^ a4 ( *
which can be verified using equations (98)-(100). Here, T[x, T{2, and T22 are the
linearized stress tensors,
T[i = 2p(iii -  0 « i  + (hi -  0 ( h i  -  u j jp '  
T[2 =  p{u\ -  u Ju J , +  PU2 U[ +  (hi -  u j ju z f !  
T22 =  2pu2u2 +  u2u2p'
To find the far-field sound by acoustic analogy, equation (105) is solved in the 
frequency domain, giving
n \ f rn, , i5 2G'b (x ,y ,u )  ( ^»(y ,") = JvTiiM  dv doe)
where G g(x,y,a;) is the two-dimensional exact Green’s function discussed in previ­
ous sections. In equation (106), y  is the source (receiving) point and x  represents
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a near-field point. The frequency domain stress tensors, T5(x, w), are obtained by 
the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the time-domain simulation. One challenge 
in implementing equation (105) is determining the region of nonzero T'^{x,u)  and 
accurately specifying the stress tensor values within that region [43]. Fig. 27 illus­
trates the region around the cylinder where the 7T(x, w) appear to make the most 
significant contribution, namely, 0.5 < r  < 1.5.
The volume integral in equation (106) was performed using 5100 near-field points, 
x, located in the finite region 0.5 < r  < 1.5. Fig. 28 shows the density perturbation, 
p'(y,co), versus frequency for two far-held points located at (A) y  =  (—6,0) and (B) 
y =  (0, —6) using both the acoustic analogy and direct numerical simulation. The 
order of the basis functions used to compute the exact Green’s function is P  =  3 
and the Mach number is M  — 0.2. In general, the acoustic analogy results for point
(A) are consistent with the direct numerical simulation results. However, at point
(B), the acoustic analogy results are not as accurate. In an attem pt to improve the 
results for point (B), the region of integration was enlarged to 0.5 < r  < 2.5 and 
the number of near-held points used in the volume integral was 19,200. Improved 
results for both points (A) and (B) are shown in Fig. 29.
V I.2 SO U N D  G ENERATED B Y  A TU R BU L EN T FLOW  OVER A 
CIRCULAR CY LIN D ER
For this example, the acoustic analogy formulation given by equation (104) is used 
to determine the acoustic radiation generated by a turbulent how over a circular 
cylinder. With the use of the exact Green’s function, the far-held acoustic solution 
for a density huctuation, p', in the frequency domain can be expressed as
<< \ f rr f ^d2g(x,y,uj,s)p ( y , u )  = Jv Tii(x ,u)  (107)
where the Tjj’s represent the Lighthill Tensors dehned in equation (104) with the 
density replaced by the mean density, po- The exact Green’s function, p(x, y, co, s), is 
formulated for a three-dimensional point source, but can be simplihed to a single two- 
dimensional computation when the source point is located in the far-held, away from 
surface and unsteady hows [22]. To obtain the stress tensors in equation (107), a time 
dependent RANS (Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes) simulation is used through the 
CFL3D code developed at NASA Langley Research Center. The free stream Mach 
number is M  = 0.2 and the Reynolds number based on the mean how is Re = 10,000.
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Fig. 27: Contours of the stress tensor T'j at frequency u  =  0.98.
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Fig. 28: Density, p'(uj), as a function of frequency, to, at far-field points (A) y  =  
(—6,0) and (B) y  =  (0 ,-6 ). The number of near-field points used for volume 
integration is 5100 and the radius of integration is 0.5 < r <  1.5. Squares: acoustic 
analogy results; dotted line: direct numerical simulation results.
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Fig. 29: Density, p'(uj), as a function of frequency, lo, at far-field points (A) y  =  
(—6,0) and (B) y  =  (0 ,-6 ). The number of near-field points used for volume 
integration is 19,200 and the radius of integration is 0.5 < r < 2.5. Squares: acoustic 
analogy results; dotted line: direct numerical simulation results.
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Fig. 30(a) shows the instantaneous flow streamlines generated by the turbulent 
flow passing over a circular cylinder of radius 0.5. Also shown in Fig. 30 are the 
contour maps of each maximum T,j(x, u>). The volume integral contained in equation 
(107) is carried out over a region of 0.51 < r < 2 in order to cover the area of the 
most significant contributions by T^(x, u>).
In Fig. 31, the density fluctuation spectrum is shown for 21 far-field points at 
a radius of r  =  20. For each far-field point, the sound pressure was calculated at 
135 frequencies ranging from zero to 2ir, using 2816 near-field points clustered in the 
region of integration given above. Fig. 31 clearly illustrates the tonal variation caused 
by the vortex shedding due to the turbulent flow over the cylinder. The directivity 
of the acoustic radiation at the fundamental and first harmonic frequencies is given 
in Fig. 32. The fundamental frequency is at Strouhal number St  =  0.224. The 
dashed line in the fundamental frequency plot represents a dipole. It is clear that 
the radiation pattern at the fundamental frequency closely resembles that of a dipole, 
which is the expected behavior according to Lighthill’s theory [12, 28].
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Fig. 30: Contours of the maximum stress tensor, TV,-.
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Fig. 31: Spectrum of density fluctuation at r  =  20. Angle 9 is measured from the 
forward direction.
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Fig. 32: Directivity of the far-field density at the fundamental frequency (left) and 
its harmonic frequency (right). The dotted line indicates the dipole directivity.
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CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS
Many current aircraft airframe noise prediction methods encounter difficulties when 
attempting to handle complex geometries. Hence, the main objective of this thesis 
was to develop and analyze a robust noise prediction method that could easily be 
applied to both smooth and non-smooth boundaries, resulting in acceptable relative 
errors. A spectral collocation boundary element method formulated in the frequency 
domain was first applied to smooth boundaries. The use of an exact Green’s function 
satisfied the radiation condition at infinity as well as the wall boundary conditions on 
all solid surfaces. The spectral collocation method succeeded in achieving exponential 
convergence as the order of basis functions increased, when compared with the exact 
solution on a smooth, cylindrical body.
The spectral collocation BEM is advantageous because the order of the basis 
functions used to approximate the exact Green’s function can be changed without 
reformulation of the problem. When computing the exact Green’s function for a 
smooth boundary, the spectral collocation method gave accurate results for all basis 
function orders. However, the Green’s function double divergence calculations at 
field points very close to the boundary were inaccurate for low basis function orders. 
For these close field points, higher order basis polynomials (P  > 5) were needed 
to retain the desired accuracy. In order to further understand the benefits of using 
high-order basis functions, a Nodes per Wavelength calculation was performed. The 
results of this calculation showed that the number of nodes per wavelength required 
to attain a maximum allowable relative error decreased as the basis function order 
increased. The computation time for the calculation of the exact Green’s function 
and one component of its double divergence also decreased until an “optimal” order 
was reached. None of the calculations resulted in an optimal order of less than P  — 3. 
The Nodes per Wavelength calculation clearly shows the benefits of using the spectral 
collocation BEM with high-order basis functions.
When a field point is very close to the boundary, the second derivatives of the 
exact Green’s function require the use of high-order basis functions. This is due 
to the nearly singular integral kernels in the double divergence equation, which is 
calculated by direct differentiation. In an attem pt to improve the accuracy of the 
double divergence when using lower order basis functions, a comparative study was
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done between direct differentiation and several finite difference approximations. The 
relative errors corresponding to the finite difference calculations were on the same 
order of magnitude as the direct differentiation errors. Since the finite difference 
approximations did not significantly improve results, direct differentiation of the 
exact Green’s function is preferred for all field points.
The application of the spectral collocation method to smooth boundaries results 
in exponential convergence. However, Chebyshev polynomials cannot adequately ap­
proximate the exact Green’s function on corner elements due to the nature of the 
singularities at the corners. Therefore, the spectral collocation BEM applied to a 
non-smooth boundary using Chebyshev polynomials did not result in exponential 
convergence when the basis function order was increased. To improve these results, 
an exponential grading element refinement was introduced. Exponential convergence 
was obtained with proper refinement. The effects of changing the refinement ratio 
and level of refinement were studied, and it was shown that as the refinement ratio 
decreased, the level of refinement necessary for a desired accuracy also decreased. 
However, if the length of the refined corner element was too small, large errors re­
sulted for low levels of refinement. Hence, the recommended refinement strategy is 
to use a small refinement ratio while making sure that the level of refinement is not 
too small. Refinement ratios between v =  0.2 and v — 0.35 gave the best results for 
the non-smooth boundaries discussed in this thesis. Next, the collocation method 
was reformulated using a Sine function expansion on the corner elements. Although 
the Sine function collocation method improved results over Chebyshev polynomials 
without element refinement, exponential convergence was not achieved. Both the 
element refinement method and the Sine collocation method are robust methods for 
dealing with complex geometries. The element refinement method using Chebyshev 
polynomials gives a more accurate solution with fewer unknowns. Therefore, expo­
nential grading element refinement is the preferred method for reducing errors caused 
by solution singularities at a corner.
A three-dimensional time-domain spectral collocation boundary element method 
was formulated in order to obtain exact Green’s functions at all frequencies in a 
single computation. Triangular boundary elements were chosen for their ability to 
accommodate boundaries of any shape. Kernel singularities were dealt with via a 
polar coordinate transformation. The results of the time-domain BEM were in good 
agreement with the exact solution for ujq =  2n and cuq =  47T. The March-On-Time
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scheme associated with the time-domain BEM resulted in solution instabilities, which 
occurred more rapidly at higher source function frequencies. In order to overcome this 
problem, the time-domain BEM was reformulated using a Burton-Miller Combined 
Field Integral Equation. Hypersingular integrals appearing in the Burton-Miller 
formulation were regularized and included in the time marching scheme. The results 
of the time-domain BEM using the Burton-Miller formulation did not exhibit any 
long-time instabilities.
Two examples of application were done to validate the acoustic analogy involving 
the exact Green’s function in the frequency domain. The first example compared 
acoustic analogy results to direct numerical simulation results for a vortex passing 
over a circular cylinder. When the appropriate region of integration and number of 
field points were used, the acoustic analogy results were in good agreement with the 
simulated results. In the second example, the acoustic analogy was used to predict 
the sound generated by a turbulent flow over a circular cylinder. The directivity of 
the acoustic radiation at the fundamental frequency closely resembled a dipole. This 
behavior coincides with the predicted behavior according to Lighthill’s theory. The 
results of both examples validate the acoustic analogy and show that the spectral 
collocation BEM is a successful method for computing exact Green’s functions.
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APPENDIX A 
PROPERTIES OF HANKEL FUNCTIONS
A .l  D EFIN ITIO N
The nth order Hankel function of the first kind is defined as
H ^ ( x )  = Jn(x) +  iYn(x)
where Jn(x) and Yn(x) are nth order Bessel functions of the first and second kind, 
respectively.
A .2 A SY M PTO TIC  EX PA N SIO N S
For sufficiently small x, the asymptotic series of the zeroth order Bessel functions are
2  4
T z \  X  X
M x )  = l -  -  + -  - . . .
and
Yo(z) =  ~ ln ( ? )  M x) +  — Jo(x ) +  ?- -■•■
7 T  \  2  /  7 r  Z 7 T
where 7  is a fixed constant. Therefore, the asymptotic series of the zeroth order 
Hankel function of the first kind is
Ho^ix) — — ln(x) Jo(x) +  smooth terms
7 T
A .3 DERIVATIVES OF H ANK EL FU N C TIO N S
The derivative of an nth order Hankel function of the first kind is defined as
=  \  K t W  -  h I ' U x )]
Using the above definition with the property 
gives
d_
dx
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APPENDIX B 
BASIS FUNCTIONS
B .l  C H E B Y S H E V  PO L Y N O M IA LS
The basis functions are
<t>n{t) = T n( 2 t - l )  
where T„(£) are the Chebyshev polynomials defined by
Tn(0  =  cos (narccos^)
The Gauss-Chebyshev collocation points are
& +  1  ^ (  2£-\-1 
2P + 2ti =  -L^ — , £< =  cos ( „ „  ■ 07T) , £ = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,P
B.2 SIN C  F U N C T IO N  PO L Y N O M IA LS
The basis functions are
S n m(l) = SiB^ m - ( m - P)hX  m =  0 , 2P 
( f ) m  -  (m ~ P)h)
where c® = log(rb)
The Sine collocation points are
g/j/l
tk —  rr, k = —P, Pk l  + ekh
For both the basis functions and collocation points,
h =~7=Vp
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Fig. 33: Temporal Basis Function 'F(f).
B.3 PRORIOL POLYNOM IALS
The Proriol polynomials are
where
t/  =  277-1,
1 - r \
Lk are the Legendre polynomials and are the Jacobi polynomials.
B.4 TEM PO RAL BASIS FU N C TIO N S
The basis functions are
*(<) =
l  +  ¥ ( ^ )  +  ( ^ ) 2 +  ^ ) 3 for —At < f < 0 
l  +  K x 7 ) - ( i 7 ) 2 - | ( i 7 )
0
for 0 < t < A t  
for A t  < t < 2At 
6( ^ ) 3 for 2Af < t <  3At  
elsewhere
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APPENDIX C
TIME-DOMAIN SOURCE FUNCTION
Consider the Fourier transform in time
1 r°°
S-ooq^ el. . .  J“tdt27T J—  
with inverse
/oo q (to) e~lult duo
-OO
Let
{1 \to\ <  to00.5 +  0.5 cos (5i^ a7r) co0 < to < to0 + 2h0.5 +  0.5 cos ~ — 2h < to < —to0
Then,
27r2
=  t  (tt2 -  4h2t2) Sin +  kt  ^C°S^
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